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Jl 
On 27 January 1984, 10 days after she was first spotted on satellite 
photographs somuhem north of Mauritius in the Indian Ocean. 
tropical cyclone Dontoina had reached the Mocambican coastline and 
mved into the African Continent (Photo 1). During the following 
five days torrential rains fell over Southern Mocambique, the Eastern 
Transvaal Lorveld. Swaeiland and Worthern Batal. The ensuing floods 
ware, over large areas, the biggest ever remembered. Tens of 
thousands of people ware directly affected and more than 200 persons 
died. In South Africa alone more than B100 million damage was caused 
to coarnmications, agriculture and nature reserves. Less than three ' mks after Oonoina, on 18 February 1984 tropical cyclone Imboa 
reached the Zululand coast. Fortunately the cyclone changed course 
on the same day and moved away from the African Continent 
(Figure 2.1). ¶'he heavy rains were restricted to a narrow coastal 
strip between Cape St. Lucia and Durban causing only minor damage. 

The Directorate of Hydrology of the Department of Water Affairs. 
following its well established practice of gathering relevant 
hydrological data on extraordinary floods, carried out an extensive 
field survey over the flood ravaged region (Figure 1.1). For the 
first time in Southern Africa the flood survey attained international 

1 character through an exchange of information between the three 
countries involved. Direct technical help was given by the 
Department to Swaeiland for the execution of slope-area measureaents 

I in the Wlumoti, ldumdvo and Great Usutu Rivers. 

The basic information used for the hydrological documentation of the 
Dontoina floods ware rainfall data at more than 450 observation points 
(Appendix 1) and flood surveys or records at 85 sites in 45 rivers. 
Other useful information included daily synoptic weather charts, 
satellite photographs, colour LAUDSAT imsges, aerial photographs. 
sedimmt samples, more than 200 flood questionnaire returns, 
photographs, Video-films, personal accounts by inhabitants, contact 
with scientists and experts and, reports in the daily press and 
technical Literature. 

This technical report presents the results of hydrological and 
hydraulic calculations and analyses based on the above sources. It 

I is intended primarily to serve as a data-source document for future 
l flood investigations in the area. In compiling the documentation the 
mein criterici has been to furnish the interested reader with a I sumary of relevant flood data for each of the 85 catchments. These 
conprise stom rainfall depth, flood peak with approximate return 
period and, whenever possible, also flood volume, run-off percentage 

I and the time of flood peak (Appendix 2). 
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Cyclone Domoina has also focussed attention on a number of proble~18 
which are pertinent to a proper understanding and evaluation of 
extraordinary the region. Such pmbleas are, for example. 
the behaviour of tropical cyclones Fn the South West 
Indian Ocean. rou(ihness, dam level disturbances by 
translatory and sediment prob181ss in alluvial rivers, 
particularly River. These and a few other problems 
are also discussed io*he report. 

The report contains substantial photographic documentation and case 
studies of MUDSAT i 

Since tropical cyclo did not cause extraordinary floods, her 
documsntation was liar a storm isohyetal map and the listing of 
flood parameters at .,souging stations in the Hhlatuze River 
catchment. 

Flood problems re riculture, ecology, damage or those 
particular to the s of the Incomati. Haputo and other 
rivers in Uocambiqr uded in this report. 

2. THE STOUU 

2.1 Synoptic condition8 
S, ,. 

The following inform t ~ o n  was obtained from reference 111 and from 
K.E. Esti8 of the Prej ~ r i a  Weather Bureau. 

~.Fqs:: 

Cyclone Domoina was of the 10 tropical cyclones which had 
developed in the S Indian Ocean in the 1983/84 sumer 
season. She was s or the first time in the satellite 
photograph on 17 Janu a mass of clouds north of Uauritius. It 
is seen in Figure 2. the cyclone followed a south-westerly 
course until she re dagascar on 22 January. After causing 
heavy rain over the Domoina then followed a zig-zag route. 
On 27 January she the Uocambican coast (Photo l). On 
28 January it began t heavily in Uaputo and within a radius of 
approximately 100 km. the following three days Domoina moved 
slowly along the cort in Figure 2.1 and was accompanied by 
sustained heavy rains February, crossing the Zululand coast, 
she moved out to sea dissipated. The history of Domoina 
during those six day ated by the daily synoptic weather 
maps shown in Figures 

Tropical cyclone aped in the northern Uocambique Channel 
on 10 February and ved southwards. On 18 February she 
reached the Zululan irmaediately turned back towards the 
sea (Figure 2.1). occurred only in a narrow belt. 
(Figure 3.54). 
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2.2 Rainfall 

2.2.1 Data 

During the storm, daily rainfall figures were obtained from principal 
Weather Bureau Stations and a few Departmental dams. The number of 
these gauges was approximately 30. This information nevertheless 
permitted the drawing of daily provisional isohyetal maps which were 
essential for the collection of the bulk of rainfall data and for the 
inmediate organisation and cormnencement of field surveys. 

Appendix 1 contains daily and/or total rainfalls observed at more 
than 450 points (Figure 2.3). The principal sources of information 
were the following: 

- Weather Bureau stations: These included more than 200 gauges in 
South Africa and Swaziland. Continuous autographic records were 
obtained from eight stations. Unfortunately, at Piet Retief and 
Hakatini, where heavy rainfall was sustained during several 
days, the autographic recorder did not function or malfunctioned. 

- Flood questionnaire returns: The Directorate of Hydrology 
posted hundreds of questionnaire forms to Post Offices located 
in the flood stricken districts of Eastern Transvaal and 
Northern Uatal. The Postmasters were requested to place the 
forms in post boxes of fanners and others who were likely to 
have a raingauge. At the same time the Division of Agricultural 
Information was asked to read a communique in their radio 
program "Calling A11 Farmers" (= Landbou Radio) informing the 
farmers of the importance of completing and returning the 
questionnaire to the Departraent of Water Affairs. The result 
was very satisfactory because more than 200 forms were returned 
with valuable information on rainfall and floods. Without these 
rainfall data it would have been quite impossible to draw 
reliable isohyets in the areas of highest rainfall. 

- Departmental dams: Daily rainfalls at 22 sites. 

In addition to the above, rainfall data were also obtained from the 
Water Resources Branch of -the Swaziland Ujnistry of Works, Power and 
Commnications, the Direc~ao Uacional de Aguas of lfo3ambique and from 
the Department of Agricultural Engineering of the University of 
Uatal. The latter source provided a particularly valuable 
autographic record at the Umfolozi Game Reserve where more than 
500 nun rain fell. 

The average density of observations was close to 1 in 250 h 2 ,  but 
l was considerably sparser over the area east of longitude 32.E. 
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! Rainfall distribution 

gpr.fi&l distributiea 

l-ainfall recorded between 28 January 

. Storm cells of 600 mm or more 

beyond Louwsburg in the south and 

district. 850 1amp north-east of 
of Lacwsbucg. Other cells with 
situated in the Pigg's Peak area 

nt rainfall was 906 mm; in small 

-&banango triangle rthere in the 
mm rain fell and finally, in the 

relief. The highest recorded l-day 

e, such high rainfall as the Domoina 
reraembered by farmers living in the 

107 000 
93 800 
68 800 
47 000 
18 500 

9 000 

1 750 

i, Ukure and Pongolo catchments the 

Figure 2.5 the isohyetal map of the 
The recorded maxiaum 4-day rainfall 
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was 641 m near Hluhluwe. Compared with Domoina, the rainfall depth 
and area covered by this storm was much smaller and the position of 
maximum rainfall cells was much closer to the coast. To underline 
the magnitude and extent of cyclone Domoina in Table 2 . 1  depth versus 
area figures of the two storms are compared. 

I In lrigure 2.6 the areal reduction curves of the two storms are 
compared with the curve obtained from Figures D20 and D25 of 
reference [21 for the 4-day probable maximum precipitation (PIE'). 

The isohyetal map in Figure 2 .4  was used to calculate the 5-day areal 
storm rainfall for 83 catchments (Chapter 2 . 2 . 4 ) .  

Temporal distribution 

Pisure 2.7 shows the approximate daily position of the heaviest 
rainfall zone. 'Phe movement of this zone was very similar to the 

l anti-elocMse movement of the cyclone centre (Figure 2 . 1 ) .  

In Table 2.2 daily rainfall figures of stations situated close to the 
1 course of storm centre are listed. The stations are arranged from 
I Iloputo to Cape St. Lucia along an anti-clockwise route. 

TAELE 2.2: DAILY W W A L L S  AT SELECTED STATIONS 

Daily rainfall at 08h00 (nun) 5-day total 
Station rainfall (mm) 

29 Jan 30 Jan 31 Jan 1 Feb 2 Feb 

96 99 9 35 - 1 2!%p00& 85 84 52 3 7 
, Pigs's Peak 225 615 60 6 - 
Itbabane 45 393 52 17 3 

I piet btief 3 186 185 140 10 
l LOUY.krrg - 181 245 113 - 
WOW- 10 75 164 125 28 
Hluhluwe D m  14 23 87 197 26 

, Cape St. Lucia - 11 20 548 123 

The shift of the day of maxiuum rainfall is evident. Appendix 1 and 
1 Table 2.2  reveal that at most places the sustained heavy rain lasted 
about two to three days. However, along the eastern side of the 
Lebolabo Mountains, especially in the Pongolapoort - Goba reach, the 
sustained rain lasted four to five days as shown in Table 2 .3 .  
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TABLE 2.3: DAILY BA G THE EASTEXU SIDE OF FHB LSBOWBO 

. Daily rainfall at 08h00 (m) 5-day total 
Station rainfall (m) 

ZWjJan 30 31 Jan 1 Feb 2 Feb 

Goba* g7 Z S ~  72 60 - 430 
Ingwavun\a I ~ ~ O  2%5 122 206 38 7 71 
Pongolapoort Dam b l@ 163 82 50 473 

in Mocambique 

1 
The continuous time distriMtion of rainfall was monitored by a 
number of autographic gauges. Figure 2.8 shows the accumulated 
rainfall versus time diagrams at five stations. At Wetsapa Airport 
(Swaziland), the Umfokozi Game Reserve and at Richards Bay heavy rain 
fell. Though the total amount of rainfall and the maximum rainfall 
intensity were differknt, the general shape of the three curves is 
remarkably similar. The time-lag corresponding to the gradual 
movement of the heaviest rainfall from Wetsapa to Richards Bay is 
neatly displayed by the diagrams. The diagram at Welsptuit and 
Newcastle serves as background information. Both places were 
situated at the edge of the heavy rain zone, but were characterized 
by differing rainfall intensities. At Uelspruit most of the rain 
fell on only one day. At Wewastle the rainfall intensity was fairly 
even for approximate1 

Figure 2.9a is the phpviograph recorded in the Umfolozi Game Reserve 
between 30 January OBh00-1 February 12h00. The two spells of very 
heavy rain sustain4 during several hours in the morning of 
31 January were undou@tedly responsible for the extreme flood peak in 
the Mfolozi River whif:h destroyed the W2 road bridge and the railway 
bridge near Mtubatubai In Fi$ure 2.9b the maximum rainfall intensity 
versus duration valyes, as obtained from the pluviograph, is 
plotted. The points seem to follow a well defined line which was 
characteristic for Dct@ina. The line may be used for the estimation 
of critical rainfall intensity, for duration8 between l hour and 
72 hours, at any site where heavy rain, say P>300 m, was experienced 
during the cyclone. 

5 ;  , , il 

@ Frequency 
.c- .. ,. '. . .  

*!;7.--;2!,e Figure 2 .l0 shows the isohye1 map of the 3-day 200 year point 
rainfall in the region. It was based on Adamsonvs analysis of 
Southern African stom rainfall [31. The shaded surfaces indicate 
areas where the ~otnoiha rainfall was equal or greater than the 3-day 
200 year point rainfa$l (Wote: at most stations 90 to 100% of the 
Domoina rain fell in three days). The huge area of the total shaded 
surface, approximate;by dence of the singular 
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magnitude of the event. For the sake of interest it is recalled that 
during the 23 - 25 January 1981 South Western Cape storm, which 
caused the Laingsburg disaster and unprecedented floods elsewhere in 
the region, the 3-day 200 year point rainfall had been exceeded over 
an area of only 4 000 km2. 

i In Table 2 .4  the highest recorded intensities in the Umfolozi Game 
Beserve (Figure 2 .9 )  are compared with the calculated 100 year 
intensities at Rakatini Flats for durations of 5 minutes to 

l 24 hours. This information was kindly made available by 
1 Professor R. Schulze of the University of Natal. 

TABLE 2 .4 :  COWIUIISOU OF RAIUFALL IIPTEUSITIES 

Intensity (nm/h) 
Site and Event 

5 min 15 min 30 min 1 h 2 h 4 h 6 h 12 h 24 h 

Umfolozi Game 
Reserve 95.6 83.4 74.8 64 .0  52.9 38.8 36 ,2  23.5 15 .8  
Domoina 

i Hakatini Flats 268 168 114 76.4 46.5  27.8 21.4 12 .1  7.8 
100 year event 

! 

I It is seen that the relative severity of the Domoina rainfall 
intensity increased with the duration and it exceeded the 100 year 
Hakatini Flats value already at the relatively short duration of 
2 hours. 

2 . 2 . 4  1 Rainfall in 83 catchments 

The calculation of the total LNnnoina rainfall over the catchment 
areas of surveyed or recorded flood peak sites served multiple 
purposes. Firstly, it was necessary for the calculation of storm 
run-off percentages at sites where flood hydrographs were recorded. 
Secondly, it was required for a qualitative evaluation of flood peak 
accuracy. Thirdly, a comparison of the Domoina rainfall with the PHP 
area1 rainfall in catchments hit by maximm storm cells was regarded 
as helpful in ascertaining whether the surveyed flood peak was 
reasonably close to a practical upper limit. 

The Domoina rainfall over 83 catchments was computed from the 
1:500 000 master isohyetal map of Figure 2 . 4  by planimetry. The 
results are listed in Column 19 of Appendix 2 .  The accuracy is 

, strongly linked to the density of rainfall observations and the 
1 variability of the rainfall pattern. As the average density of 
' observations was close to 1 in 250 km2 it is expected that in 
I catchments much smaller than 250 km2, say 100 km2 or smaller, the 
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. ... 1 
" 

L - 
accuracy is unknown. 
reasonably good, bee :*era1 rainfall pattern earoc&es clearly 
from the isohyetal the coasM1 areas east of the Leboarbo 

somathat worse be e data. For Sites 84 and 85 in the 
Incomti River the catchment rainfall was not 

nfomation. 

In Column 18 of App 
shown and in .Column 

geographically centred ction coefficients [41.  

An inspection of CO and 20 shows that for more than 55 
catchments out of rainfall was higher than the 3-day 
200 year value. 2.4 and 2.10 it is seen that, 

1 occurred in the catchments of the 
, Pongolo and Mfoloei Rivers. In 

these catchment 
expected 3-day 
rainfalls were calcula 

TABLE 2.5: DOMOIUA S\PW Ill SELECTED CATCIWUTS 

Site Area1 rainfall (m) 
uo. River 

12 White Uiolozi 
16 Black Ufolozi 
19 Mfolozi 

48 Oreat Usutu 

. I. 
: ] 
1 m s T  IIYDIAn OCEAU 

! 
i . ,  , 

l .. . . . , , . ;I .-;: TRa eubjeet is deser il in references I 51  and 161. 
! ; 

! 
Characteristics of trop 

I 
I 
! 
1 Tropical cyclones a arly symetrical low pressure systems 

comprising cunulon enclosiry a clear central area called 
the 'eye' (Figure eye' is calm, dry and hot relative to 
the sumnding a pressure is very low. Moving away 

. ,I.' , - .. 
.:$lc. : -4; 
k.@,:'- 
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from the 'eye' one first encounters a 'wall' of cloud with a steep 
tempirature gradient and high wind speed followed by a gradual 
decrlkase in temperature and wind speed but an increase in pressure. 
Figure 3.lb shows a tropical cyclone as represented on a daily 
synoptic chart issued by the Pretoria Weather Bureau. 

Tropical cyclones are fonned from pre-existing disturbances which 
have an anti-cyclonic upper circulation. This results in high level 
dive%ence and low level convergence. The latter causes an inflow of 
moist, warm air to the disturbance. Tropical cyclones are generated 
between latitudes 5. and 30' north and south from the equator where 
the sea-surface temperature is high. 

Data sources 

Information sources from South Africa. Madagascar, Mauritius and 
Reunion are listed in Table 3.1 

TABLE 3.1: DATA SOURCES 

, Source 
Record 

Start Length 
(year) 

I 
l Royal Alfred Observatory Publications: Mauritius 1814 122* 

SA Uaval Forecastiw Office Charts: Simonstown 1940 7 
SA Weether Bureau Charts 1940 44 
SA Weather Bureau 1Pewsletter 1954 30 
Hadagascar Woteorological Service Charts 1960 10 
Reunion Woteorological Service Reports 1965 19 

1 * incomplete 

) Other valuable data were found in reports published by the French and 
llocarabican Ueteorological Service [51. 171.  These comprise a list of 
cyclones observed in the South West Indian Ocean before 1961 and 
include information on their path and associated weather. ' - 1  
Frequency in time and space 

From the above sources it has been possible to compile a fairly 
complete list of tropical cyclones occurring in the South West Indian 
Ocean since 1927. This is s~laarized in Figure 3.2 which shows the 
annual frequency of tropical cyclones in the area. Events occurring 

' west of Madagascar are shown separately as well. It is seen that, 
annually, about 10 cyclones are generated in the South West Indian 
Ocean and that four enter or originate in the lbcatnbique Channel. 
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TW 3.2: mtmr,~ n 

nmth ~ e p .  Oct. 1 

of total 1 2 

Fisuca 3.3 shows the 

Tropical cyclones bffc 

Isohyetal maps were (; 

TABLE 3.3: S W M R Y  

- 
Feb. 1956 'A.  

Dec. '65/Jan. '66 Cla~ 
Feb. 1972 Car1 
Feb. 1972 
Jan. 1976 Dam 
Feb. 1977 Bmi 
Jan. 1984 Dom 
Feb. 1984 Imb~ 
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3.5 The Dotaoina rainfall in perspective 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, cyclone Domoina caused the highest 
observed rainfalls to date (19851, over considerable areas of 
Northern Natal. South $astern Transvaal and Swaziland. A comparison 
of the Domina rainfall with those experienced over Reunion and 
Hadagascar [S] revealed the following: 

- Reunion: mximrm 24 hour rainfalls of 1 000 m or more were 
recorded on several occasions. The world record for 24 hours. 
1 8 7 0  m, had been observed in Reunion. These exceptional 
precipitations are caused by the high mountainous relief. 

1 - Hadagascar: the highest recorded 3- to 5-day rainfalls were 600 
to 800 nun. and are thus conparable to the Domoina rainfall. 

The great difference between the islands of the South-West I - Indim O u n  and the African Continent is that the fo-r 
experience several cyclones annually and it is not rare that a 
violent cyclone is folkowe4 by a second one within days. The 
result is that the rain from the second cyclone falls on 
saturated catctuaents and generates very high run-off with 
extreraely hi@ flood peaks. Over the Continent, and especially 
over South Africa, the chance that two consecutive cyclones will 
penetrate inland and cause heavy rain is much smaller. 

Out of the total nmber of cyclones observed in the South West Indian 
Ocean since 1950, 33% entered the Uo~ambique Channel, only 4% caused 
heavy rainfall in South Africa and the only cyclone-centre to 
penetrate the country was that of Domoina. 

Uothing certain can be said about the risk of repetition of a Domoina 
size event. However. the observed cyclone tracks (since 1927) 
suggest that there exists a real possibility that a similar event (in 
terms of penetration and residence) could take place within a few 
decades. The greatest chance for this to happen is in the Eastern 
Transvaal Lcweld and Northern Transvaal. 

FIELD SURVEY 

The 85 flood peak measurement sites are shown in Figure 4.1. The 
selection of the sites was based on a preliminary storm isohyetal map 
and a ground inspection of the flood affected areas. 

The field survey comprised slope-area reaches, bridge sites, flow 
gauging stations and dams. It started a few days after the flood, as 
soon as it was possible to reach the sites, and lasted on average for 
three weeks. The survey m& was divided among four teams who were 
operating within previously delimited regions. Each team consisted 
of five to seven persons under the leadership of an experienced 
engineer or hydrologist and included persons who knew the region 
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ional 
at 75 sites. At 10 sites the flood data 
ces (Column 22 of Appendix 2). 

The main difficulties emmmtered durity the survey were as follows: 
li - on steep rocky b& thick bush it was hard to find good 

flood marks (Photera a!&, 

- the use of light Wtg rong currents was hazardous 

- heat shinnner during -&dd 
. , - frequent rains c a m  delays. In the southern coastal sector 

(Sites 6 to 9) the e e v y  rains of tropical cyclone Imboa made 
the identification ddf.Wnwina flood marks difficult 

- presence of crocodi~ls and hippopotami was a danger 
-5 

... . - a shortage of tackewnete~ . 

I Slope-area surveys (SA) 

liwnber of sites: s includes surveys in Swaziland and 
~o~plabique and also ions where the flood v o l w  and time of 
peek uere obtained f in$ records. 

At SA stations the coa~prised the survey of a longitudinal 
flood profile defi marlro, one to five cross-sections and 
t estimation of roughness at each cross-section. 
Ph~togrsph6 were also a sketch of the reach was dram. 

. , ..- .. - .. . 

SA surveys were carr mainly at those sites where high flood 
peaks were suspected of the surveys were conducted near to 
flow gauging weirs , the purpose of obtaining a pair of 
stage-discharge values %he extrapolation of the weir calibration 
curve. At three site endent SA and bridge contraction surveys 
were done. Sites 37. and 58 were surveyed in Swaziland. 

>,: :. . . .r..i:t.&-'. I". .*E& . 
. . ,.>.>,G , . -; .. 

.. . . . .  . . ?  
rver reaches ano tne survav 

with standard rules derived from hydraulic -considerations and years 
of practice [al. Past experience has shown that the success of SA 
~neasurements depends to a large degree on a reliable longitudinal 
flood profile. The best way to obtain it is to survey as many flood 
marks as possible batmen the cross-sections and both upstream and 
downstream of the rmch. The most coalraon and reliable flood marks 
vere debris on g r w P  and tree trunks. The surveyed cross-sections 
represent post flood areas. It should be mentioned that two 
circumstances tend to cause an increase in surveyed cross-sectional 
areas: (i) any deviation from a perpendicular section to the flow 
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direction will result in larger area and (ii) high velocity and rough 
water surface near riverbanks will result in the representative flood 
lines being higher than the true ones. 

Problem related to alluvial river reaches are dealt with in 
Chapters 5 and 7. The estimation of absolute roughness was based on 
criteria set out in references I81 and [g]. 

Pigure 4.2 shows the plan, flood profile and cross-section in a very 
favourable reach in the Komati River (Site 56) characterised by a 
clean, straight and uniform main-channel, a narrow band of trees on 
the banks and uniform slope (Photo 48). An equally good SA reach is 
shown in Photo 44 (Site 33). In Pigure 4.3 similar information is 
shorn at Site 22 in the Ukuze River. This reach included a sharp 
bend and the slope was non-uniform. Mote in the flood profile the 
super elevation of the right bank flood marks in the bend between 
Sections 2 and 3. 

( Various SA reaches are shown in Photo's 2. 10. 11, 13. 16, 34 and 51. 

At 16 SA sites, mainly in alluvial river channels, bed soil samples 
were taken and a grading analysis was performed. Results are shown 
in Figure 7.2 (a - X).  

Bridge contractions (B) 

Uumber of sites: 7 

The field work included a survey of flood marks upstream and 
downstream of the bridge in order to define the drop in water level, 
the contracted cross-section, an approach section and a typical river 
section downstream of the structure. Also absolute roughness 
estimates were made, photographs were taken and sketches were drawn. 
The surveys were done in accordance with the currently valid 
criteria [al. 

Bridge surveys were carried out at sites where high flood peaks were 
suspected. The relatively small number of sites is due to the fact 
that many prospective bridge sites had to be abandoned because 

- bridge and/or approach embankments were washed away (Photo's 7, 
8, 11, 39) 

- bridge deck was overtopped to such an extent that it ceased to 
act as a control 

- the drop in water level across the contraction was too small 

- excessive erosion in contracted section 

- bridge openiqs were blocked by debris (Photo 31) 
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drop in water level, no overtopping of deck and relatively stable 
channel-bed. 

. . 

River flow gauging stations (G) 

Ember of sites: 30 (including Swaziland -and Mocambique) 

The field work was limited to the removal of the recorder chart and, 
in some cases, the establishment of the flood profile in the vicinity 
of the weir by a survey of flood marks. 

The Domoina floods caused great havoc to the Departmental flow 
measuring network: 19 recording towers and gauge plates were washed 
away and many more stations were damaged to a lesser or greater 
degree. In the Mfolozi, Mlcuze and Pongolo River catchments all 
stations east of longitude 30°E were seriously damaged and no records 
were available (Photo's 7, 21). The total damage to gauging stations 
was approximately R600 000. Photo 2 shows gauging station Wlt409 in 
the Hhlatuze river (Site 8) which has survived both the Domoina and 
Imboa floods . 

f The flood peak at many of the gauging stations was relatively 
d e s t .  These stations were nevertheless included in the 
documentation because the flood hydrograph and the time of peak are 

. valuable data. 

Dam (D) 

-er of sites: 10 (including Swaziland) 

Except for the removal of recorder charts the field work was 
restricted to the survey of eight cross-sections in the Pongolapoort 
Dam. By comparing reservoir bed levels surveyed in 1955, before the 
dam was built, with those of the recent survey the volume of the 
sediment deposit in the dam could be roughly estimated 
(Chapter 7.3). The survey was carried out with a light motor boat. 
Depth soundings were taken at 10 to 15 points in each section by 
using a 100 m tape attached to a weight. Great care was taken to 
ensure it remained vertical during the measurement. To determine the 
position of the boat a method sketched in Figure 4.5 was used. The 
co-ordinates of the intersection of two rays were determined from 
their bearings from two stations of known co-ordinates. Two 
tacheometers were set up on these stations and their positions were 
checked by observing the angles between three reference objects 
(R01, R02 and R031 of known co-ordinates. The bearings 6AC and 
6BC were observed from the tacheometric stations. The 
co-ordinates of the intersection were calculated by the formula shown 
in Figure 4.5. 

Errors in sounding depths were due to the pitching of the boat and 
1 were less than 1.5 m. Errors in the horizontal plane can be 
attributed to difficulties in transferring the positions (fixed on 
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1:50 000 scale map) survey to the 1:6000 scale msp of 
1955. Maxinunn errors 15 and 50 m. 

The detailed mappi -sounding was 
ults were not 

available at the time 

Other sources of info 

Iloyambique I231 124 

Rivers. Five of and 53 in the MPbeluzi and Sites 83, 
84 and 85 in , were of great value for this 

d from extrapolated 
stage-discharge cu in the l4aputo River (Site 49) 
the flood peak was pe-area calculation. 

Swaziland 

The Water Resources the Ministry of Works, Power and 
Gomwnicstions provid 
stations in the Great 
flood flow informat 
River. A complete f 
Komati River (Site 5 alth Development 
Corporation via Chum and Partners (Consulting Rngineers). 

Various 

The following info~ from diverse sources has greatly 
contributed to the f this documentation both in a 
quantitative and qual 

- Flood peak at S Wgweti River f rom Heliboma Fibris 

- Time of maxiuum el, wave heights in rivers, flood 
damage, erosion on historic floods from the flood 
questionnaire re ed by inhabitants. 

- Photographs: or author, if other than the 
Directorate of are indicate0 in each case after the 
title. 

- LAUDSAT images t and after Domoina. 

- Aerial photogra along the Hfolozi. Ukuze and Pongola 
Rivers. 
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l - Bridge plans. 

- Plod line survey by the National Roads. Department of Transport 
in the vicinity of the U2 road bridge over the Wfolozi River 

l - Video films, in particular the excellent film made by the Uatal 
Roads Department. 

-+ 
&8:.~.:.. , . . f ~ .  ,L.  . , 

- Cross-seetions surveyed in the Wfolozi River at the U2 road 
, ,. . &, ,*: ' I 

. bridge by the Uatal Roads Department and at the downstream 
railway bridge by the South African Railways. 

FLOOD PEAKS 

The main purpose of the flood survey was to gather sufficient data 
for the calculation of high to extrame peak discharges. The 
importance of these is twofold: 

Associated with a return period or Francou-Bodier coefficient Bi) *K1 essential imfo-tion can be provided for design flood 
l 

l 
calculations. 

Associated with the maximm flood level recorded at river flow 
gauging stations an important, if approximate. point can be 
provided for the extrapolation of stage-discharge curves. The 
more exceptional the flood peak, the more worthy is the 
calibration point. 

*-. 5.1 1 XBthods of calculation 
r 

5.11 Slope-area method 

In this method the peak discharge was calculated by a (i) uniform 
or (ii) quasi-uniform flow equation from the flood profile. 
cross- sections and roughness. 

Uniform flow: the Chezy equation was applied at each 
cross-section with the local flood profile slope. 

(li) Quasi-uniform flow: the slope-area equation was applied for 
each sub-reach between two cross-sections. The slope-area 

l equation is based on the Chkzy equation, but the change in 
velocity-head is taken into account i.e.. the flow is treated as 
gradually varied. 

m s e  mathods were applied according to well established Departmental 
standards 181, (91. Therefore only the following two aspects are 
rent ioned : 
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1. Representative cross-section 

Surveyed post flood cross-sections were assussed to be the same 
as the unknown '.true' areas during flood peak conditions. This 
is a realistic approximation in non-alluvial channels where 
wosion or deposition are not significant. In alluvial 
channels, where the riverbed and banks consist of unconsolidated 
sediments, it is impossible to furnish direct proof of the above 
assumption without continuous monitoring of the cross- 
section perimetec during the flood. However, in Chapter 7.2 
(Figure 7.3) a comparison of equilibrium cross-section areas 
with the surveyed ones susgests that, on the average, the 
assumption is acceptable. This conclusion is supported by the 
comparison of surveyed pre- and post Doppoina cross-sections in 
the ifolozi Rivers (Chaptw 7.4, Figures 7.5 and 7.6). 

;y$~ , ,.y , -: 

2. Roughness 't ,.-.=?:~ 
'3t. b. 

The absolute rou the Ch&zy resistance coefficient were 
determined as d references 181, 191. The essentials 
are recapitulated 

.. . . . . .. . . 
~ .. , 

(i) Absolute roughness 

- l to 2 times 
, .. 

ter of dominant obstacles 
. ,  - ,  ,.,.. 

cmin is the of 0,158 or 0.2 m in uniform river 
reaches (R E 

:/ 

is t h e e  water depth in those parts of the 
cross-section trees or bush are iiisher than the water 
depth during .,. ,$$low . , .  

- .  - . . ~*.&.; - 68 (ii) Ch&zy coefficient b!#&,l~g 7 :*F,.,. . 
. , .,, ;. .,, : .. _ : 

Under normal circums larly in non-alluvial rivers, c 
can be estimated with . In a typical case even an error 
by a factor of 2 in c will result in an error of 
only - 20% in the ealc 

During this survey qubt arose as to the choice of 
representative c valu prevailed during peak flow conditions 
in rivers *re ext. occurred. The doubts were especially 
strong in the case of els charactarized by continuous 
and significant change during floods. Here, depending 
on the Froude n = V/ where v = velocity, 
g = acceleration of gra = water depth) an originally smooth 
sandy channel bed can m d  into ripples, dunes, flat-bed 
and antidunes. Up t , 3  the dominant bed form are dunes 
associated with high e. Antidunes appear if Fr > 0.6 and 

- .  
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are characterised by average resistance. In the wide range of 
0,3 c F, c 0.6, which had been the case at many slope-area sites 
(Table 5.11, all bedforms may coexist. If the riverbed is washed out 
flat the resistance will be very small even as low as one third of 
dune resistance 1101, 1111. Heavy suspended sediment load tends to 
dampen turbulence i.e., the result will be decreased resistance. On 
the other hand, extreme floods are characterised by heavy bed-load 
transport as well. which includes large stones, boulders, debris of 
all kind etc. The movement of bed-load is brief and jerky- and its 
velocity is less than 15% of the mean flow velocity 1111. In other 
words, the huge pieces or heaps of bed-load act as substantial 
resistance to the flow and can cause standing waves. Another source 
of increased resistance are the masses of soil, rocks and vegetation 
violently entering the flow after collapse of steep banks and 
landslides from adjacent hill slopes. Finally, the washout of 
erodible river channel material means that the resistance will be 
essentially determined by the roughness of the base rocks which can 
be very large. During Domoina a11 the abovementioned factors did 
exist. 

In estimating the absolute roughness in the main channel of rivers 
where extreme floods occurred, the existence of huge surface waves 
during peak flow proved to be the most reliable help. 
Photographs (3. 38), video-films and eye witnesses have confirmed 
that during high flood conditions in the Mfolozi, Mkuze and Pongolo 
Rivers waves of 1 to 3 m height were characteristic in the main 
channel in the regions of maximum velocities. (At or near fixed 
obstacles, such as bridges or weirs, the wave height reached in some 
cases 5 m (Photo's 5, 6, 28)). The basis for the estimation of 
absolute roughness is provided by the specific energy curve which 
defines the changes in water level that occur if bed elevation 
changes locally Ill]. In practical tenas this means that in 
subcriticsl flow, surface waves are an indication of bottom roughness 
of nearly the same height. In the case of supercritical flow the 
bottom roughness is 0,s to 0.6 times the height of the surface wave. 

Belevant hydraulic parameters at 41 SA stations are listed in 
Table 5.1. 

Foteworthy conc1usions from this table are the following: 

I - With a few exceptions the slope of the surveyed flood line and 
! the slope obtained from the 1:50 000 scale contour maps show a 

fair agreement. 

- The mean velocity in the main channel did not exceed 5 m/s. 
(Eye witnesses reported surface velocities of about 10 m/s). 

- Unstable or supercritical flow (F, > 0,s) occurred at only six 
sites where the channel slope was relatively steep. As a rule 
of thumb. the slope should be about 0.01 ( =  1%) to produce 
supercritical flow in natural cyannels. 
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Si te  No. of C r t c ~ n t  Peak 
NO. cross- area 

soctions 

, 
.. ~~.>.,. 
.:.i;f~ 
.< , -  ~., . * 
. .- ,L * ;::, , .. .. - ....., 
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S. l .P Bridge contractions 

. The methods used include6 those of the United States Geological 
Survey. DIAubuisson equation, broad-crested weir equation, orifice 
flow and pipe flow. Practical applications are described in 
references I81 and 191. 

The calculation of peak discharge at the destroyed U2 road bridge on 
the Hfolozi River near Htubatuba (Site 19) needs some comment. The 
bridge was washed away on the afternoon of 31 January, a few hours 
before the flood peak. Only the two piers nearest to the left bank 
remained (Photo's 18, 20). From earlier sub-soil investigations 
carried out at the bridge site by the Uatal Roads Department and the 

1 National Institute for Road Research [l21 it appeared that the 

i thickness of the alluvial riverbed which consists mainly of fine sand is 30 m or deeper, except near the south bank where the solid rock 
rises steeply to the surface. The surveyed post Domoina channel-bed 
is shown in Figure 7.6 as a continuous line. In contrast to previous 
surveys which represent natural (dotte6 line) or slightly disturbed 
(dashed line) conditions, the post Domoina bed is characterised by 
fairly uniform depth across the entire constriction. (Pre- and 
post-Domoina cross-sections are discussed in Chapter 7.4.2). 

1 The flood peak at the bridge contraction was calculated as follows: 
A provisional peak was calculated from the surveyed approach - 
and constricted sections (Q*). 

A theoretical scour depth was estimated in the constriction. 
assuming general sediment transport conditions. The formulae 
applied were 

Where e = scour depth (caused by constriction) 
h = mean flow depth 
B = menn width 
v = mean velocity 

Suffix 'l' refers to the approach (= unrestricted) section and 
suffix '2' refers to the constricted section. It was also 
assumed that no extra energy loss was caused by the geometry of 
the sudden constriction. 

The resulting scour depth was e = 10 m which is in fair 
~yreement with the maxicarm scour estimated for the railway 
bridge constriction situated 1 500 m downstream [131, 1141. 
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(iii) Peak discharg increased by dQ = 0.33 v'e.82 where v* 
is the mean associated with Q' and e. 82 is the 
extra scour surveyed constricted bed. The strong 
reduction of velocity in the scoured section is 
justified by c that in heavy bed-load transport the 
sediment mves much lower velocity than the water 
(Chapter 5.1.1). it can safely be assumed that at the 
time of maxim representative upstream flood level 
was lower than one [IS]. 

It should be local scour holes caused by piers and 
abutments are i m n t  .. . for discharge calculations and were 
therefore not c d. 

, . 

A representative flood -:m at the bridge was established by checking 
the surveyed flood ma*?*Is with those of a very good independent 
N r W y  carried out siry*r'@s Watal Branch of the Departtaent of 
Transport. The drop'";:* water level across the bridge was 
Ah = 1.2 m. 

In Table 5.2 various lic parameters at the seven surveyed 
bridge sites are lis 

. .. .- . ~~~ 

TABLE 5.2: HYDRAULIC IOU AT BRIDGES 
. . . ~ .  

~~ 

,-.<:.~. ..-. - .  ... ~.,..'.>;-' 
Site Peak dis- Q/B* Contrac- Skew- Flow type 
MO. charge tion ratio ness *** 

Q(~~/s) 
-.-. , 

m** 6 (degree) 
- .~.; 

. 
,;;, :>. :, 

5 l 200 20 ,A?;t~. . 3,70 
.M:-y 0,45 90 free surface 

15 587 16 8 .$<;;?& ..,..?, l0 0,31 90 free surface 
19 15 400 65 s2:tr20 0,38 85 free surface 
24 2 750 42 ,::<:,' .$. ,L. 't.55 0,49 55 pipe flow 
26 l 060 29 $1.2 f ,  75 .,:.g;: 0.35 90 free surface 
35 600 . 10.3 :::., 3.95 . 0.37 77 free surface *.:F 
74 230 12 :..I -..?i. ;- ,.A@., 10 - 90 culvert 

---.A., ~.. ., 
~+--*-,L 

7,-- . :. 
Motes: * B of contraction 

** m *** ,j E bridge crossing at right angles to flow 

.., ~, K,:. 
5.1.3 River gauging stations -:S.;.: 

-1 - 
~> - 

At most river ga s the flood level exceeded the 
calibration limit: 9 md 22 of Appendix 2. At such 
sites, whenever poss irect flood peak survey (i.e.. 
slope.-area or bri s carried out. At eight stations 
approximate flood mined either by a weir equation or 
an extrapolation plot of the stage-discharge curve. 
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This is often an unsatisfactory approach and calls the attention to 

. ,  . the urgent need for a more reliable extension of calibration at many 
: gauging weirs in the region. . . . L  J '  . . - 

1 Dams 
8 ,  - .  . . At dams the peak inflow was calculated from the recorded dam levels, 

.the spillway and outlet discharges and the dam depth-capacity 
relationship by employing the basic continuity equation: 

A R I = B +  - 3 
At (m 1s) 

where I = inflow rate 
8 = total outflow rate 

A P ,, = rate of change in dam storage with respect of 
time 

l 
Only six of the l0 dams spilled. At the Pongolapoort Dam 
(Photo's 41 - 43) the outflow was controlled. 

In the calculations horizontal dam levels were assumed which might 
not be true for extreme inflows, particularly in smaller dams. 
Eurthermore, strong evidence has been gained during the last years in 
South Africa that the sudden inflow of extraordinary floods is 
accompanied by surges and, as a result, momentary higher water levels 
than the representative mean level will occur [91,[161,[171. 

For the sake of interest in Table 5.3 the approximate values of surge 
wave height are given in four dams where large to extreme inflows 
occurred. The surge height was calculated from the wave velocity and 
continuity equations by assuming sudden rise of flow from zero to 
peak [171: 

1 where h, = surge height (m) 
D = mean water depth (m) 
C surge wave velocity = (m/s) 
v = mean inflow velocity in dam = Qi/a (m/s) 
Qi = inflow rate (n3/s) 
a = mean wet cross-section in dam (m2) 
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TABLE 5.3: bPPBO][1WILq 

3 
Site WO. Dam 1 4 

4 
7 

* Colc~latcld from bssq 
: 
! 

~t is tha t  a t  SA 

1URGE HEIGHTS I U  FOUR DAUS 

13 l 900 0.21 
ra l 090 0.20 
34 2 940 0.70 ,.,, 

8 .: 
31 16 800 0.50 .i.-+~: W 

aity equation I = 8 + A Q l A t  

;eak surge could have been twice as 

area of the Pongolapoort Dam received 
stimated PHP (Table'2.5) and it was 
~aflow of 16 800 d / s  obtained from 

ainly fo r  this purpose. The resu l t s  
urovided further evidence t o  e a r l i e r  

The c a h l a t e d  p 
nudtmm gauge he 

te available previous maximum recorded 
ations i n  drainage region U1 f Lood peaks 
ma were also calculated and included i n  
re the following clar i f icat ions:  

Coluum 9: A t  gaug :%be gauge height, GH, is the  height of 
flood level  above the c res t  of the 

S i tes  CH is the mean hydraulic depth 
08s-section; T = top water width, both 

Column 11: A t  s ta t ions where the  record of annual 
was a t  l eas t  15 years long, the 
read off from the flood frequency 

. .  - . .~ . "'2 
J-.. 
. K  . K .  

;,;. 
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distribution curve up to the T = 20 year limit. At all 
other sites the ratio of the flood peak (Q) to the 
regional maximna flood (W) as calculated by the 
Prancou-Bodier equation 191, [161, 1181. Figure 5.3 was 
used to classify the flood peak in one of the following 
categories: 

iteturn period 
class (year) 

At sites with Q1W > 0,65 the magnitude of flood was expressed only 
in tenas of W .  m 
revised reaional envelwe 'K' values were used. (Chapter 5.2.3). 

In a few cases and in the range of 10 c T c50 year the listed return 
period is the averse value obtained from the two methods. 

Column 13: In assigning accuracy ratings for each flood peak the 
main criterion was the quality of measurement. In 
addition, cotnparisons were made with peaks at 
neighbouring sites. The meaning of the rating symbols is 
the following: 

Rating Error in peak 
discharge 

less than + 10% 
less than + 30% 
unknown 

For details of criteria employed to decide upon an accuracy rating 
consult reference i9l. 

l Column 14: The time of flood peak, whenever possible, was obtained 
from recorded flood hydrographs. At many sites the 

l 
approximate time of maximum flood level was obtained from 
flood questionnaire returns. In absence of information 

I only the month and day of the peak were indicated. 
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In Table 5.4 the accuracy ratings  OF^ suaanarised .CoorUir$ t o  ntWtiw$ 
of measurement. 

MO. of ratings* Uo. of peaks with :..+ .- 
nernoa M. of T > 50 years .,%< 

1 2 
,. . 

measurements U , -  ..: . ,,.. 
.A.,. 

!,,7 4 
Slope-area ' 42 12 25 5 20 . . 

Bridge 7 1 4 2 4 ,~ , . 

Gauging weir 30 17 12L:!+.., 2 .'. -. ,., - .  1.. ~ 

Dam 10 6 4e :.P ..-,. - r . -  $~ 
~~ 

~. - .  , 

Totals 89 38 4 3 . - . @ =  ~: - .& ' . , 
, , .  

. ., /. :  
1 . . -- . ~ 

,', .. , .- .. ~.. . 

+ .  . ~ * 1 - less than 10% error . .  . . $.. I 

2 P less than 30% error - , ~. . . , . 

U = unknown error . . . , . . .  S .  

data of ualmown origin. 

flood penlrs 

. .. 

The above s ta t i s t i cs  are ver 
South Western Cape Floods I91 and confinas previous experience tha..; 
the accuracy of the 'indirect' methods i .e . ,  the slope-area and 
bridge--contraction, compare well with that  of gauging weirs and 
dams. The two la t te r  methods yielded proportionally more rating ' l* 1 - .  - 
peaks and fewer rating 'U* peaks. However, by f a r  the greatest; : , : :F:: 

4 v.!; =:: 
number of extreme peaks were calculated by the indirect methods. 1% . -'L- ~ , .  ~ 

can thus be concluded that  under South African conditions the , , :2 

indirect methods are indispensable for the documentation of rare o r  
exceptional floods. The number of s i t es  *re the accuracy could nog. - J: , . 
be estimated (rating ' U ' )  was s m a l ~ j ~ ~ ~ " '  , ' . .  . 

,.- - .. g 3: ,:..> > . >  
~ ~ <.. 

, ~ 

-. 
$3 
i 0 
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The quality and relcability of SA surveys is illustrated by the 
results in the Pongolo River (Table 5.5) 

TABLE 5.5: COMPARISOU OF FLOOD PEAKS ALOUG THE PONGOLO RIVER 

Site nethod Catchment Peak Francou- Rainfall* Time ** Accuracy 
80. area A ~ ( d / s )  Rodier P (m) of con- rating 

(d) 'K' centra- 
tion 
tc(h) 

32 Corrected from 13 000 5.41 
28 - 31: 

* See Column 19 of Appendix 2 
** tc = time taken by water to reach the site from the farthest 

point of the catchment 

Cements: Based on criteria related exclusively to the quality of 
survey at any one of the individual sites, perhaps only Site 28 could 
have been qualified for rating 'l'. (At this site a good flood line 
was surveyed upstream and downstream of an unsubmsrged broad-crested 
weir). However. the SA surveys at Sites 29 - 31 yielded peak 
discharges which were consistent with Site 28. Consequently rating 
l could b~ justified for the four sites. Note that total storm 
rainfall P is increasing from Site 24 to Site 28 and decreases 
further downstream. The relative megnitude of the peak discharge 
K is, on the contrary, gradually increasing from upstream to 
downstream. The reason is that the time of concentration of the 
respective catchments gradually approaches the effective storm 
duration (= 3 days). 

The consistent (thus reliable) flood peaks obtained for Sites 28 - 31 
were used to correct the exaggerated flood peak of 16 800 m3/s in 
the Pongolapoort Dam hich was calculated from 6-hour moving averages 
of hourly storage increments (Chapter 5.1.4 and 6). The corrected 
peak of 13 000 $/S was arrived at by linear extrapolation of 
upstream peeks according to catchment area. The overestimation by 
3 800 m3/s is very severe and equivalent to 29%. 
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I 
L 

very likely that the calculeted peak 
Hluhluwe Dam ( e t e  21) are also 

noticeably higher . Unfortunately no suitable 
site could be foun ..iiei$hbourhood for a control slope-area 
Euru6g. 

The f a i r  quality o methods can easily be 
the calculated flood peaka 

Such sites are for instance 
81, 82 and 83 

5.2.2 Flood peak frequency 

A t  about one third s i t e s  the length of the annual maximum 
flood peak record than 15 years which is the minimm 
dorriroble period fo Ical analyses. Amongst these there were 
only f ive stations extraordinary flood peak (T > 50 years) 
wo. observed. Figu the obsdwed and theoretical flood 
peak frequency d i s t  Site 28 i n  the Pongolo River. The 

well knmm Yeibull formula: 

The theoretical Qis veFe the Log-Uoml 2 parameters (W21 
and the Log-Pearson- 

Figure 5. l ficiency of s ta t i s t i ca l  models to  
assign a t o  sxtraordinary flood peaks. In  
t h i s  waqrle the re of the Dosoins peak was indicated as 
only 80 yeora by but more than l000 years by the m 2  
model. .It is uo t the rat io of LP3 and W 2  peak flow 
forecasts becomes u y high for return periods longer than 
25 years. R*, 

+&U2 , 
the form of y l ine is typical for catchments 
where heavy occur, such as  in the eastern and 
south--stern pacts twrtinent. It reveals that the flood 
regime is ch.roc presence of outliers i.e. . peaks much 
larger than the A t  Bite 28 the Donoina peak was 2.,5 
times larger than ranked peak. It appears that the four 
biggest peaks are In other words, a t  about every 10 years 

.,*>:., , 
..-.I. 
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heavy floods can be expected. The presence of outliers in an annual 
m a x i m  flood peak record is an indication that the sample consists 
of a "mixed population" which cannot be adequately described by the 

$9- S@' F 

loyed probability distributions. 

- 

Revision of Francou-Rodier 'K' values and m a x i m  flood peak region 
boundaries 

The Francou-Rodier 'K' values are used to estimate the regional 
maxiaum flood (BMP) in South Africa [181. In Figure 13 of 
reference 191 the boundaries of five regions are shown with the until 
now valid 'K' envelope values. In Column 12 of Appendix 2 the 
equivalent 'K' values of the Domoina peaks are listed. These values 
are also shown in Figure 5.2. At nine sites. all located in the 
Mfolozi or Pongolo catchments, these 'K' values are higher than the 
hitherto valid K = 5.25 envelope value. Consequently the need arose 
to correct both the envelope values and the regional boundaries. The 

I revision is shown in ~iguri 5.3. The changes are the following: 
l 

{i) Region la (new): K = 5.60. This region comprises areas where 
the Domoina peaks were associated with K > 5,25 values or 
(learning from this experience and keeping in mind some of the 
conclusions from Chapter 3) where tropical cyclones could cause 
similarly high flood peaks in future. In deciding on the 
boundaries of region la much attention was paid to topography 
and distance from the Indian Ocean. Larger rivers which flow 
across this new region, but originate in the Transvaal Highveld 
where tropical cyclones are not expected to cause sustained 
heavy rains, will be associated with K = 5,25. Such rivers are 
the Great Usutu (with some of its main tributaries) and the 
Komati. 

Region 1: K 7 5.25. This region st-retches now without 
interruption from the south coast to the Soutpansberg and also 
includes the western highlands of Swaziland. 

Region 2: K = 5,OO. The upper catchnwnts of the Usutu and 
Komti Rivers. which originally belonged to region 3, have now 
been added to region 2. 

Region lb: K = 5.40. In anticipation of the first definitive 
general revision (due to be completed at the end of 1985) 
thisadditional new region was formed in the Port 
Elizabeth-Humansdorp area where heavy floods seem to occur at 
frequent intervals. In March 1981. for example. the peak inflow 
into Loerie Dam was slightly larger than RlIP 1161. 
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I n  Figure 5.4 a l l  maximrm flood peaks observed since 1951 i n  drainase i 
regibn W, and aseociatad with K > 4.0, were plotted against catchmat L 
area. (One peak was observed before 1951). This diagram 
demonstrates the  ovaqwhelming mayitude of the Danoina peaks and 
their tendency to  fol l tw the converging 'K' l ines .  

l 
These were computed at 40 sites from water level records and were 
used f o r  the  calculat&on of flood volume and run-off percentage and f 
f o r  the determination of the time of peak. Figures 6.1 (a  - p) show 

l 

hydrographs a t  16 sites where moderate t o  extraordinary floods 
- 1 

occurred. 

. .,. 
l 

Unfortunately, i n  t , W)arze, Hluhluwe and Pongolo Rivers, 
where the most extr were experienced, a l l  r i ve r  gauging 
s ta t ions  were s e  o r  destroyed. Only i n  the Hluhluwe 
and Pongolapoort rapbs recorded (Si tes  21 and 32). 

"'P. A.: 

A t  dams both i n f l  outflow hydrographs were computed. 
Considering the  b p 0  Pongolapoort Dam, its hydrograph is 
s h m  i n  more de ta i l  6.2 The dashed l i n e  represents the 
hydragraph colaputed f r  dam level readings and the continuous 
l i n e  is the  6-hour e inflow. The osci l la t ions of the 
l-hour hydrograph olent and cannot be explained by 
changing r a in fa l l  a catchment of nearly 8 000 tap2. 
The obvious causes la t ions a re  seiching and surges. The 
seiching was due t o  i c  pressure diffecencee tha t  had t o  
e x i s t  along the  1 axis of the main reservoir. The .. 
apparent seiching per about 2 t o  3 hours i .e . . it had no 
appreciable inf luence our moving average hydrograph. There 
were no high surface S i n  the area. As f o r  surges, it has 
already been conclud r 5.2.1) that these were responsible 
fo r  a 29% overestiraati peak inflow r a t e  PS obtained from the 
6-hour nmving average, raph. Perhaps the most remarkable 
feature of the l-hou raph i n  Figure 6.2 is that (i) the 
beginning of the hug S coincides with the sudden increase 
of f lou around noon ry  and ( i i )  following the peak inflow 
the  f luotuations become especially a f t e r  the dam content had 
r i sen  above 60%. l'hi r corresponds well t o  the changes of 
theoret ical  surge heig ated in  the main reservoir and l i s ted  
i n  Table6.1.  (The c on of surge height was explained i n  
Chepter 5.1.4). :,.:.f2*. -,: 

.. .".,~. *- -. * "  
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TABLE 6.1: SURGE HEIGHT M D  ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS AT VARIOUS DAM 
COUTWTS I11 M E  POUGOLAPOOBT DAM 

Dam content Inflow Qi Mean depth Mean velocity Surge height 
% (&/S) D (m) in dam V (mls) hs (m) 

* Apparent 6-hour movi- average value 

Flood volume and run-off factors 

The flood volume was computed as the total volume between the time of 
the apparent sudden rise of the hydrograph and a fixed time after the 
peak. This latter (t) was calculated from the following 'rule of 
thumb' fonula 1191: 

(days) 

where A 5 catchment area (km2) 

Care was taken to exclude those parts of the hydrograph generated by 
post-Domoina rains i.8.. rainfall after 08h00, 2 February. The 
computed flood volumes appear in Columns 16 and 17 of Appendix 2 
expressed in l06 m3 (Q) and m (p) respectively. 

The run-off percentages were calculated from Coluuins 17 and 19 as 
100 p/P and appear in Column 21. In Figure 6.3 the run-off 
percentage was plotted against corresponding total storm 
rainfall (P). Only Site 3 was excluded because of unreliable record 
caused by sediment blockage. 

The diagram is most instructive for it reflects the great influence 
of antecedent catchment wetness and vegetation on run-off 
percentage. The three lines shorn correspond approximately to the 
following conditions: 

Line I: The 14-day antecedent rainfall (AP14) was generally 50 
to 100 m. This is more or less equivalent to average 
January conditions in the area. The characteristic 
vegetation cover was grassveld. The run-off percentages 
along the line are slightly higher than given by 
Figure 6.2 in reference [21 .  
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l 
I 

wtne8s conditions approximeteiy 
s needed t o  start run-off. 

but gonerally less than 50 m. The 
i n  cetchmmts 66. 69, 70, and 7 1  

the linlt ra* fores t  plantations o r  
loss  in  these ~ t c ~ t s  was very 

100 am storm ra in fa l l  was needed 

Figure 6.3 is useful i s h t  flow especially 
along the same r iver  S i t e s  10 and 11 p lo t  too f a r  

qui te  close in  the White Ufolozi 
R i v e r .  Another 55 seems t o  lie too high 
and S i t e  57 lies sc-e calibration 
curves ought t o  be 

6.2 Plood wave propagation 

agram. A t  sites 
of peak was determined 

hydrograph was multi-peaked. 
Care was taken t o  i corresponding flood waves a s  they 
proaogated downstraanr. reason t b  time of peak shorn i n  the  
diogrsra doas not a 
Appanbix 2. The data were obtained from local 
inhabitants and 

pper reaches of the r ivers  these 
on the  whole i n  reasonable accord. 

d i f f i cu l t i e s  Figure 6.4 provides 
flood wave propagation speeds and 

could be used f o r  te flood warnings i n  the  region. The 
diagrams reveal the 

- Flood peak times e from north t o  south h i c h  corresponds 
t o  the  general advm-t of cyclone Domina. 

- The speed of flood !.MW propasation is roushly proportional to  
the  re la t ive  ntngng&&$ of the peak (expressed by the  Francou- 
Bodier 'K') and the-:s&wer slope as long as flood plain storage 
is negligible. 'l!h#~-~'~imum speeds occurred i n  cer tain reaches 
of the Pongolo and a.$~i Rivers and reached - 25 W h .  
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IT- - 11~eIcedl~deceeastih slope and flood plain storage resulted in a 
sharp decrease of propagation speed. Example: I(oraeti River 
downstream of the Swazi border, Ufolozi River downstreera of the 
confluence of the White-Black Mfolozi. In these reaches the 
speed was less than 5 kmlh. 

- liota that the Black Ufolozi peaked about 6 to 7 hours before the 
White Ufolozi. (The time-lag corresponds to the north-south 
mov~maont of the cyclone). Consequently Site 19 (B2 road bridge 
near Mtubatuba) experienced a multiple peak type - or a very 
flat-topped hydrograph. It is indicative that the tine of peak 
estimstes of the inhabitants varied in the wide range of 19h00 
to 24hOO. 31 January. 

7. BBOSIOU AUD SEDIUWTATIOP 

In this chapter the results of various surveys and investigations are 
briefly described. The probleaa are not directly connected, but all 
are believed to be important for hydrologists and engineeers. 

r.1 I Xnterpretation of pre- and post Domina LAUDSAT images 
(Contribution by U. Looser, Hydrological Research Institute. 
Depactmant of Water Affairs). 

I The interpretation of pre- and post flood LAUDSAT images concentrates on the following selected areas: 

1. Ponsolo River catchment: comprising the area between longitudes 
3lo28'E and 32O08'E. 

2. Black Ufolozi catchment above the weir W2U06. The position of 
the gauging st.tlm ie 21*04'S, 31°33'E. 

3 .  Ufolozi catctnaent east of longitude 31*50aE. 

The following LAUDSAT images at the scale of 1:250 000 were used: 

! . scene ID 40413-07194, 2 Sapternbar '83 for areas 1 + 2 
Scem ID 40637-07165, 13 April '84 for areas 1 + 2 
Scene ID 40342-07142, 23 June '83 for area 3 
Scmte ID 40630-07113. 6 April '84 for area 3 
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::$@&ure .. 7 .la, Photo 53) 
,, ~ : .:.. . 

~ , 2 :  Tha P w o l o  River between longitude8 31e28'B and 3Z008'E 
covers an area of . The northern and north-western parts 

Swaeiland. The Pongolo River is 
impounded by the am which is situated in the Lebombo 
mountains. East mountains there is a small part of 
the ~ ~ o l o  floo within the sample area,: . ,~:,-. .... ~ 

~ 

$ ~ ,  .: ;: : .L .: :! 8;- : .: - . c  :.;&!!%>;? *L;;;:%,=:%;- ; ;;:? ^ '.:".'". : . -- 
. _ I .  ' ~ :?*..,*,%:+: ::i$:: -- , ., .R ' . , . ,: ,&~3&~2~ a :. ~ ., : : . : : . ! : :~~&:$l :<i ;~4?2~ .:.&!! 

U .  , ! ,FA< .: 
\ 
L ! . Over 250 -2 10% of the area) are severely 

be clearly seen on the pre flood 
image, because r white. It is assumed that w c h  of 

the Domoina flood occurred in this 
a amaller extent gully erosion appear 

to have been tant erosional processes. On the 
-razed areas are still easy to 
light blue and red coloured areas. 

eflection of wet soil and the red 
indicates patches vegetation after the good rains. 

- : 
5.. 3.- ,,. , . 

.::,gi@$. 
(ii) Widening of river 

On the post flooQ e river channels are very well defined 
in comparison to lood image. The high erosive power of 
the floods we ible for streambank erosion which 
resulted in rivee: dening. This is especially the case 
for the area wesf -  olapoort Dam. 

(iii) Sediment deposits in t i v r  rannels and on cultivated areas 
. ,  ... :. 

No significant deposits in river channels or on 
cultivated areas e seen on the post flood image. It 
would seem the the sediment was trapped in the 
Pongolapoort t blue colour of the dam on the post 
flood image high sediment content of the water. 
Low sediment con water appears as dark blue or black as 
is clearly shown ~pre-f lood h g e .  

. . ,. . ~ ,  - .. 
(iv) Changes in river irrigacea vegernrLon 

c-- 
> A S  ZL 

Due to the high flood waters most of the river~ne vegetatlon was 
washed away, especially in the area above the Pongolapoort Dam. 
These areas adjacent to the river were cleared of vegetation 
leaving only bare soil and sand (white reflection). This is 
possibly why the river channels are so well defined on the post 
flood image. On this image a significant increase in irrigated 
raas can be seen - ewe4 ly surrounding the village Pongola. 
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Changes in vegetation cover over the catchment generally 

On the post flood image the whole area is covered with new 
vegetation (reddish colour). Even the severely overgrazed and 
eroded areas appear as this colour, indicating the recovery of 
the veld after the good rains. 

7.1.2 ( Slack Ufolori catchment (Figure 7.lb, Photo 54)  

The catchment above the weir W2M6 (Site 16) comprises the headwaters 
of the Black nfolozi. It covers an area of 1 648 ha2. It is a ' mountainous catchment with altitudes ranging from 250 m to 1 600 m. 

1 In the northern and western part of this area patches of forest exist. 

((i) Land erosion 

Out of the three selected areas this catchment shows the worst 
erosive flood damage. Approximately 36% (600 ha2) of this 
area is bare soil according to the pre flood image. It can 
therefore be assumed, that a large amount of sediment was 
transported from these areas into the main river channels and 
out of the catchment. Severe sheet and rill, as well as gully 
erosion m s t  have been the main processes during the cyclonic 
rainfall as there was no vegetation protecting this bare soil. 
On the post flood image these badly damaged areas are clearly 
distinguishable, due to the light blue reflectance of the wet 
soils. These areas on the image are slightly blurred by the red 
colouration indicating limited recovery of vegetation after the 
good rains. 

(p) Widening of river channels 

It can be clearly seen that river channel widening was 
characteristic everywhere in this catchment. The gradients of 
the rivers in this area are steep. therefore floods which had a 
very high erosive power necessary for streambank erosion and 
channel deepening had the potential to significantly alter 
channel geometry. As a result the river channels are all well 
defined on the post flood in comparison to the pre-flood image. 

(ilk) S e d i m t  deposits in river channels and on cultivated areas 

Sedimentation can not be excluded totally in the river channel. 
especially on the inside of river bends and where the river 
flooded flat areas next to the channel. This sedimentation took 
place mainly during the latter stages of the flood. However. 
these sediment deposits are negligible compared to the amount of 
sediment which was exported from the catchment. There is no 
indication of sediment deposition on cultivated areas. 
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(iV) Changes in river$% M irrigated vegetation 

Due to the river channels and the flood waters 
a large amount of riverine vegetation 
&e to irrigated vegetation was not 

r over the catchment generally 

a clear recovery of the vegetation in 
severely overgrazed and 

distinguishable on the pre-flood 
on recovery .take place. Large areas of 
These appear as a light blue colour on 

niolozi ~atc,hlment (F 

f 1oal)itude 31°50*E covers an area of 
consists of hilly lad. The Hfoloei 

Qorpe h e w e  is si of the confluence of the White and 
BLaelc Woioti. T h  t consists of the Ufolozi flood plain 
and includes Lame areas. Carge *reas of afforestation 
also exist. 

.) Land erosion 

The white pat od image indicate that 19% 
(300k&) of t is severely overgrazed and 
d m e d .  It can t the worst erosion occurred in 
this area. 

(ii) Widening of river 

Widening of river ,took place aainly in the western part 
of the catchment. Zl dafined river channel on the post 
flood image shows rly. 

*, ->~: . 
.S' 
-4 . 

(iii) Sedi-t deposits i Channels and on cultivated areas 

A considerable : sabimentation took place in the Mfolozi 
flats. On $ i d  imaga approximataly 90 laa2 of 
sediment dep .be seen. These sedbnts cover one 
third tabout the cultivated areas on the Mfoloei 
flood plain. i..,lf. , 

As the flood ded sedimentation also occurred in the 
river cnOnne1 of the confluence of the White and 
Block Wolozi. Thd k shown by the easily visible white areas 
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.- - 
adjacent to the river channel on the post flood image. However, 
there was considerable net-erosion in the main channel as proved 

the comparison of pre- and post flood surveys of 
cross-sections at Site 18 (see Chapter 7.4). 

-- -=I- ( qv) Changes in riverine and irrigated vegetation 

A significant change in riverine and irrigated vegetation took 
place. The riverine vegetation was washed away on the banks of 
the White and Black Hfolozi. Downstream of the confluence of 
these rivers the riverine vegetation was buried under sediment 
deposits. Approximately 60 Id of irrigated land on the 
Hfolozi flood plain was also buried under sediment deposits. 
About 7.5 ha2 ef irrisated lands were still standing under 
water on 6 April, two months after the flood. Approximately 381: 
of the total cultivated area in the Hfolozi flood plain was 
destroyed by the Domina flood. 

Changes in the vegetation cover over the catchment generally 

Apart from the destroyed flood plain and the areas in the 
vicinity of the main river channels the vegetation appears to 
have recovered fairly wall. However, large areas which were 
overgraeed and damaged by erosion still do not have the 
necessary vegetation cover to protect the soil from further 
erosive events. 

1 Comparison of surveyed and equi libruim cross-sect ion in alluvial 2 l 
I river channels 

The purpose of the comparison has been to reveal possible systematic 
over- or underestimation of flood peaks calculated from slope-area 
surveys in erodible river channels. The comparison consisted of 
plotting surveyed cross-sections against those that would be required 
to maintain dynamic equilibrium i . e .  neither deposition, nor 
erosion in spite of heavy sediment transport) for the flood peaks 
calculated from the surveyed sections. The equilibrium sections were 
calculated by two empirical methods: 

the simns-Albertson method 1201; and 

the Bsnga Raju method 1211. 

In the calculations only the data of the main channel were used in 
order to comply with 'erodible conditions'. 
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, 
(a) gimons-~lbert equation (1960) 

These were based on Indian and Worth Amsrican data and included 
the influence of bed and bank material and also of bed material 
concentration. The eight selected SA sites belonged to the 
'sand-bed with cohesive banks at heavy sediment load' category 
for which the authors have established the following equations: 

mrean depth: = :0961 + 0.348 90936 (m) 

mean width: 

m e ~ n  velocity: V, = 5.49 90.209 ~0.29 

11 - h. Y BO and A. = Q/v0 

~atya uaju resistance relations (1970) 

equilibrium cross-section was obtained as A, = Q/vo. 

The surveyed and calculated cross-sections and median sedimed 

TABLE 7.1: COllPABISOU ED AUD EQUILIBRIUH CROSS-SECTIOWS 

Site giver & Surveyed Equilibrium area A,, (m2) 
no. 

Simons Ranga Raju Meaa 
Albertson 

8 Whlatuze 
13 white ~folozi 
17 Black Mfolozi 2677 2310 
18 Wfolozi 6 040 3 730 
29 Pongolo 2 245 2 120 
48 Great Usutu 4208 2777 
56 Komati 
61 Komati 
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J 

It is seen that the two methods give very different results, but 
their mean value is similar to the surveyed area. In principle the 
Ranga Raju method is more flexible and accurate because it includes 
more independent variables and was founded on a much larger 
data-base. However, median sediment diameters dS0 were obtained at 
each site only from one or two bed surface samples and might not be 
sufficiently representative. 

The conclusion from Figure 7.3 is, keeping in mind the inherent 
shortcomings, that agreement between practice and theory is 
acceptable i.e., the surveyed flood peaks do not suffer from 
systematic errors. 

r.3  1 Sedimentation in the Pongolapoort Dam 
The quick, provisional reservoir bed survey carried out after the 
Domoina floods (but before the moderate February 1985 flood) was 
limited to only eight cross-sections. It, nevertheless, supplied 
sufficient information for an approximate estimation of the sediment 
volume deposited in the dam since its completion (1970). Figure 7.4a 
shows the plan of the dam with the position of the sections. 
Figure 7.4b shows the longitudinal section of the bottom in 1955 and 
after Domoina. This section runs along the original thalweg of the 
river. The depth of deposits is very impressive: it varies between 
6 and 18 m. Figure 7.4~ shows the cross-sections (looking 
downstream). The narrow sections (1, 4. 5 and 6) and the wide ones 
(2. 3, A and B) are grouped together. 

The total sediment volume estimated from the survey is - 125 K 106 m3 . It can be safely assumed that by far the largest 
part was deposited by Domoina as there were no important floods 
between the completion of the dam wall and 1984. From Column l6 of 
Appendix 2 the total flood volume is 2 105 X lob m3 (Site 32) 
which means that the sediment concentration was 5 to 6%. 

:Other observations 

- In the main reservoir the deposits were concentrated in the 
l former river channel. 

r In the gorge the deposits were more evenly spread. 
l 

At the two ends of the main reservoir (Section A and B) and 
also along the right bank of the entrance to the gorge 
(Sections 4 and 5) sedimentation was negligible. It seems. 
rather, that along Sections A and B some erosion took place, 
except for the localised depositions brought in by the 
tributaries. 
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7.4 Cross-section changes in the Wfulozi River 

The problem is dealt with in ;TslPeo dehil in reference [221. 
f 

Ratucal river reaches 

Mter the February 1977 floods slope-area surveys were carried out at 
three sites in the alluvial valleys of the Mfolozi catchment. The 
same sites were resurveyed after Domina with the double aim of flood 
peak determination and checking of cross-section changes. The sites 
*are the White Mfolozi in *he Umfolozi Game Reserve (Site 131, the 
Black Mfolozi in the Umfoloai Game Reserve (Site 17) and the nfolozi 
6 km upstream of the U2 road bridge crossing (Site 18). At each site 
four cross-sections were surveyed. The results are plotted in 
Figure 7.5 (a - c). For a c le numerical comparison the following 
parameters were used: 

total Donroiar rainfall volume over catchment 
f food peak 
slope of flcrod line 
M a n  velocity in main channel 
madion sedid(lsnt dimeter 
A77 = increma in total wet cross-section 
eroded area 
h77 = increwe in maximm water depth 
maximm depth of erosion relative to the February 
1977 channel bed 
width of ec4sion at tho February 1977 flood level 

The numerical comparison is suraa~rised in Table 7.2. Parameters are 
averages from four sections except dS0 which was determined from 
only one or two samples? at each site. 

TABLE 7.2: COWARISOU OF CCEDSS-SBCTIOU EULABGEHEBPPS IU THE WOLOZI 
RIVER 

ltem Parameter Unit unite Black I4folozi nfolozi 
No. Wf olozi Site 17 Site 18 

Site 13 
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some conclusions 

(LI 
In absolute and relative terms the largest erosion took place in 
the lfolozi (Site 18) in spite of smaller slope and lower 
velocities. The river banks at this site are less vegetated, 
thus more exposed to erosion, than at the two other sites 
(Compare Photo's 15, 9, 13). 

In absolute and relative terms the smallest erosion occurred in 
the Black lfolozi in spite of the steepest slope and highest 
velocities. The vegetation on the banks is similar to Site 13. 
The greater stability of the Black Hfolozi channel is mainly due 
to the following: 

- erosion was restricted by scattered rock outcrops (Photo 14) 

- its channel had been adjusted to relatively high floods 
because of steep, less elongated and more impermeable 
catchment 

sediment concentration must have been extremely high during 
the Domoina flood owing to very severe land erosion of the 
bare soil, particularly in the upper catchment 
(Fiwre7.lb. Photo54). This in turn means that 
relatively less energy was left for channel scour. 

The comparison of Iterns 1 and 7 in Table 7.2 suggests that the 
channel erosion was correlated to the total rain volume, in 
other words: to the volume and duration of the flood, rather 

1 than to the peak. 

The lateral erosion i.e.. the widening of alluvial channels 
appears to have been far more important than vertical erosion, 
compare Items 10. 12 and 13 in Table 7.2. 

The comparison of the difference of maximum water depths (Ah) 
and scour depth (y) indicates that the latter was relatively 
mall. This laeans that increasing flood discharges were mainly 
accomodated by rising water surface and not by deepening river 
bed. 

It is noted that in Uarch 1985 at Site 18 Piezometer Cone 
Penetration Testing with pore pressure recording (CUPT) was 
carried out to determine the deepest scoured line during 
Domoina 1221. The tests revealed that this line was only 1 to 
4 m below the surveyed post Dwroina profile and was mainly 
restricted to the middle of the main channel. 
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(V) Photo 17 show the erosion of a steep sand bank at Site 18. The 
loose sand at thq toe of the steep face is evidence of lateral 
channel erosion ?during flood recession when the thoroughly 

pse bemwsr of incraased weight and decreased 
frictional st . This Pu)Pns, in turn, that the top width of 

had to be wider than the 

Deposition of a$mded S@iat took place during the falling 
flood stage, ma, ly at M e  18 (Photo 55). The deposits were 
characteristic oS$y in tlltMUo parts of cross-sections where the 
velocity was lowjor the was stognent. Such parts are the 
ffoodplain, rid@ in the innin channel and sudden widetiings at 
lateral irtflous. i The dwtb of sediment deposits over flood 
plains was g d l y  in fbs order of 0.5 m or less (Photo's 9, 
13, 14, 15, 16). 

7.4.2 Contracted section P2 road bridge crossing (Site 19, 
Photo's 19. 20) 

In Figure 7.6 three cm.ss-secti ons are shown (looking 
downstream). The do was surveyed in the early sixties 
before the building which was washed away by ~omoina. 
This section repres (= unrestricted) flow conditions. 
The dashed line was just after the large flood which 
occurred in July 19 the early stages of the bridge 
consk~etion. This was estimted as - 8 500 m3/s and 
i.s the second lames after Dmoim. The dashed line also 
represents mainly na o~4itions because .at the time of the 
flood only teapora es were @onstructed and the long 
northern approach et built. Both sections appear 
in refmnce I121 with the author's permission. 
The continuous after Domina and represents 
constricted flow cotid 

,. . ". . . ~  .. ~.*.. 
The conclusLon fr is essentially the same as for the 
natural sactiona 7 .S: erosion took place chiefly 
laterally. It fs S post bomoina channel bed is only - 2 m desper 3 one. The lateral erosion during the 
July 1963 flm r of 50 m and it was increased by 
a further 50 to 

The deepest 
in view of 
which have 

5 . ~  :. 
:, *. q : ~  

general S*: > B e  during Domoina is unknown. However. 
the CUPT .g&&.&: probing results 6 km upstream.(Site 18) 
indicated to 4 m difference between the surveyed 

and the deepest scour  chapter 7.4.1). it can be safely assumed 
that the 10 m extra- scour used for flood peak estimation 
(Chapter 5.1.2) was verpl ,mervative. 
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Photo 20 is an aerial view of the Mfolozi River taken after Domoina. 
It shows the destroyed road and railway bridges and the extensive 
sediment deposition which is particularly impressive downstream of 
the latter bridge site. 

S-Y OF RESULTS 

survey 

- Rainfall at more than 450 points 
- Flood measurements in 45 rivers 
- Flood peaks at 85 sites - Flood hydrographs at 40 sites 
- Sedimentation survey in the Pongolapoort Dam 
- Erosion survey in the Mfolozi River 

- It was the highest in living memory over large areas of 
SwaziLand, South Eastern Transvaal and Northern Natal 

- The total duration of the rainfall was 5 days. At most points 
more than 90% of the rain fell in three days 

1 - The highest point rainfalls exceeded 900 mm. Over 47 000 km2 
more than 400 mm rain fell 

- In parts of the Mfolozi, Pongolo and Great Usutu catchments the 
rainfall was in the order of PKP or the highest recorded 5-day 
rainfalls in tladagascar 

The Eastern Escarpment has been an efficient barrier against the I - westward movement of heavy rain 

In terms of overland penetration and residence there is a real 1 - chance that similar events could take place within decades. 

- In terms of Francou-Bodier 'K' the storm resulted in the highest 
flood peaks ever recorded in South Africa and, in absolute 
terms, some of the highest peaks as well: 

Site 14: Black Mfolozi, A = 238 km2, Q = 2 180 m3/s, 
Francou-Rodier K=5,27 

Site 17: Black Mfolozi, A = 3 396 km2, Q = 10 000 m3/s, 
Francou-Rodier K = 5,52 

Site 18: Mfolozi, A = 9 126 km2, Q = 16 000 m3/s, 
i Francou-Rodier K = 5.55 
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>*,-C . !: S i t e  27: Mzane. 426 km2. Q = 3 000 m q s ,  ,& . . 
. " vw E !: % cm-Bodier K = 5.31 

S i t e  32: P o ~ o l o , ,  
. , . . 

A - 7 831 km2, Q = 13 000 m3/s,  
. ..:. . ,., . < ~  ~ .:.. : ... : l  L Itmcou-Rodier K = 5.41 

&*<?.;2.<>i.:it;s~.,.: . .. =., W.... G 

S i t e  48: Gmt Usutu. 1 - 1 7  974 km2, Q = 11 300 m3/s, 
haneou-Rodier K = 4.80 

usme rivers max .Mloei t ies  of about 10 m/s were 
erved 

8urface waves of 1 height were observed i n  a l l  the 
larger r ivers  where e &@ds occurred 

A t  229 sites the return. of the flood peak was 50 years or  
longer 

A t  9 sites the valid W (equivalent with 
Francou-Rodier K = 5, eeded 

The existing maximum regions had t o  be modified and a 
new region was estobl K = 5.60 

k T h e  highest run-off e was ardund 70% and occurred i n  
catchrants of less G. The run-off percentage i n  
the Pongolapoort D t (7 831 was 47% and the 

. . : ; f l o o d  volume was 2 100: 

I n  the Black llfolozi 10 Rivers flood peak propagation 
velocities reached 25 

. - ~.., : .,., , . 
, . .  , , 

<X? L!: ~.. 
.,l 

:-tation and erosia,. - .- . F?' 
, . . 

*. L . : ' ,  
, . , 2,: :.. :4 . . 

: . f c ; * & a F e  sadimant vol& 1 the Pongolapoort Dam was in 
L 6 excess of 100 X 106 m3, L* 

,g7 .  

The erosion of a l luvia l  ccoss-sections i n  the Mfolozi River was 
considerable. l a t e r a l  emion was by f a r  the most important: 
a t  S i t e  18 it reachad nsarLy 100 m re la t ive  t o  the pre-Domina 

; channel. Vertical emsian was very moderate it reached only 1 
t o  2 m re la t ive  t o  the pm-Domoina channel-bed . 
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..- 

-____.- '  
- - - _ _  _ _ - -  

. . 

Eye of Cyclone 

,,P Wind Speed 5 mls 
Temp 21 c ' 0  - Contour 850mb level " .---- - - - "  

- - W  ~. Surface Pressure 
source: W.B, Pretoria. 1972 

l 

EXAMPLE OF A SYNOPTIC WEATHER hlAP 
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OQCCCRREXCE ,SINCE1927. OF TROPICAL 
CYCLOSE5 WEST OF MADAGASCAR 

0 S l 0 1 5  ! 

* ' l/ 

F G3.3THE DISTRIBUTION OF TROPICAL CYCLONES / SINCE 1911 
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Astrid 31-?2-57to2-lJ58 
- -  Brigette 30-1 to l - 2280 -.-.- Emilie l t07- 2 -77 
h. - - - Claud6 30-12-65105-1-66 - Domoina 21 to31-1-84 
- - - - - -  

, . .. 
~ . :: .~~,:i;;4~j.<i FIG. 3.4 PATHS OF TROPICAL CYCLONES CAUSING . -  , . , ~  ,>,.:...*, ~~,~z~..~.;@? . . ... , .. .- . 

: .L: . *>&i$i% SIGNIFICANT RAINFALL OVER SOUTH AFR~LA 
SINCE 1950 
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1 FLOOD PROFILE 

-RIGHT WK Row MM 
0 - LEFT W K  RDCO MARK 

XXI-SUR-N OFSECTKWll 
E -AGsOUm RWGHNESS W~uE(m1 

WD - WATEFI m 
r -AREAL REDUCTK)N FACTOR 

H.EL. .104,nm 

wloTH(rn1 

RV- AT SITE 22 : PLAN AND SECTIONS 
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io Y) do II 

APPROACH SECnON WI 
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Y= = AXBA + YA tan P(AC - YB tan $BC 
l 

~ tan $K - tan plec 

I !Xc = XA + AYAC tan $Ac 

FE. 4.5 PONGOLAPOORT DAM : PRINCIPLE OF SURVEY 
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P R O B A B I L I T Y  O F  E X C E E D A N C E  

R I V E R  : F G N G G L O  
S T A T I O N  : W4M03 G R O G T D R A A I  
S I T E  N G z 2 E  
P E R I O D  O F  R E C O R D  1 3 5 0 - 1 9 6 4  

FiG.5.1 FLOOD PEAK FREOUENCY D I S T R I B U T I O N S  A T  S I T E  28 
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SLANG RIVER (V3M05) BLOOD R l VER (V3M l l ) 
SITE I SITE 6 

0 
i 8 S 

TIME (DAYS) TIME (DAYS) 

HLATUZE R l VER (W1 PO1 MHLATUZE R l VER (W1 M091 
SITE 7 i SlTE 8 yjq 

ii 
a 

so S1 L S 4 
- 

T;ME (DAYS) TIME (DAYS) 

TIME (DAYS) 

LUHLUWE R l VER (W3ROI ) 
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TIME (DAYS) 

TIME (DAY81 

FIG. 6.1 ( i -p 1 FLOOD HYD 
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YHLATUZI R I V E R  (W1 M 0 9 1  
SITE D 

/---- 

M H L A T U Z I  R I V E R  (W1 M 0 9 1  
SlrE B 

D 

"S 

*.m 0.- D.* 0 .  0.- m 8 . S  

SIEVE Slll (..l 

W H I T E  M F O L O Z I  (W21 
SITE 13 

" 

0.m 0 0.- 1.28 ,.U *.m *.W 
SIEVE SIZE (..l 

,LACK M F O L O Z I  .12) B L A C K  M F O L O Z I  (W21 
SITE 16 - 

iCY M F O L O Z I  (W21 M F O L O Z I  R I V E R  
S 17 , -p r 

1 / dm= 0,146mm 11 jdm = 0,399mm 
I 

..W ' a.& ' 0.k ' L* . 0.O ' I.& ' 1.1. ..W ' 0.;. ' o i. . h  ' 1.6. $.W 
SLLK S$K lm SILIE SIZE (..l 

FIG. 72 (a -h) SEDIMENT GRADING CURVES 
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PONGOLO R I V E R  (W4) 
SITE 31 

F l m  I 

NGWAVUMA R I V E R  (W4) 
SITE U 

SIEVE SIZE W 

USUTU R I V E R  (W51 
SITE 4% 

0 
stm lt* UI1 

r 

YOMATI R I V E R  ( X I )  
SITE 61 

SIEVE SiZE l u l  

.. 

ii ! RG. 7.2 (q- X) SEDIMENT 

PONGOLO SITE R I V E R  31 (W41 

I 

I .,;. ' ..h ' 0.64 ' ..h ' ,.W 1.- 

SIEVE SllE 1m.I 

NGWAVUMA R I V E R  (W41 
SITE 33 

SIEVE SIZE l..) 

CSOCODILE C,11s R I V E R  m, (X2M161 

GRADING CURVES 
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S a B & s  

@ SITE NUMBER 

SIMONS-ALBERTSON 

0 luw3ARLU) 

SURWED CROSS SECTICNU A (ra 
I I l I 

4 m  XXX, 8000 7000 

FIG. 73 SURVEYED vs C A W T E D  CROSS SEWN& AREAS 
N AUUVIAL RNEFS 
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6 9 %  LEVEL 

SECTION4 

m 200 320 ua MO Ma DISTANCE(m) 

4955 

69% LEVEL 

4S% LEVEL 

SECTION 4 

ae% LEVEL 

k 

SECTION 6 

1 DISTANCE (m) 
. I 

G. 74 POiNGOLAPOORT DAM : CROSS S m N S  1,4,5 AND 6 

l 
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SECTION I 

SECTION 3 

SECTION 2 

SECTION 4 

2 b 0  4 00 
WlDTH(m) 

LEGEND: - - - - 1977 PROFILE 

- 
- 1984 PROFILE 

F l G . 7 . 5 0  C O M P A R I S O N  O F  CROSS SECTION C H A N G E S  AT SITE 1 3 : W H I T E  MFOLOZI R I V E R  
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SECTION 1 
I 

SECTION 2 
I 

rT; 
Q0 

" 

e o o w ~ ~ ~ ~  (m) 
4 0 0  600 z o o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m )  4 00 6 0 0 ~  

LEGEND: - - -  - 1977 PROFILE 

- 1984 PROFILE 

FIG.7.5 b COMPARISON OF CROSS SECTION CHANGES AT S I T E  17: BLACK MFOLOZI RIVER 
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1. Satellite photograph taken on 1984.01.27 at 12h00 
GUT (Pretoria Weather Bureau) 

2. lIhlatuze River: upstream view of gauging weir 
U11109 and slope area reach, Site 8 
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4. White Hfolozi River: bridge near Ulundi. 
risiw flood, Site 12 
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5. White Mfolozi River: bridge near Ulundi, deck is 
being washed away, Site 12 (P. Bercidge) 

6. White Ufolozi River: bridge near Ulundi during 
flood peak conditions. Site 12 (P. Berridge) 
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U l u n d i  and gauging 
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11. Black Ufolozi River: channel roughness - 0.55 m. 
-F$S.$';~site . . 14 
~, , 

12. Black Wfolozi rocky bank, roughness - 2 m, 
ite 16 
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. , 
i I' . ~ .. . 

'h.. . .   xi, .;*c-. 
,.' . --.*,. ,,.,. . 

13. Black Wfolozi River: general downstream view 
of Site 17 in the Umfolozi Game Reserve 

14. Black Wfolozi River: cross-section survey at 
Site 17 in the W o l o z i  Game Beserve 
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16. Wfolozi River: dOwnstreaQ view at Site 18. 
1n foreground triWtary with sediment deposits. 

Note flood ling mark on right-bank hill 
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I 17. Ufolozi River: steep face of eroded sand bank, 
Site 18 

18. Ufolozi River: remnants of the N2 road bridge. 
view from left bank. Mote denuded hillside with 

flood line mark. Site 19 
(Department of Transport. Directorate of National Roads) 
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l 
I 21. W z e  River: destroyed flow gauging s ta t ion  W3l401, 

S i t e  22 

22. W z e  River: upstream from the U2 road bridge 
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23. W e e  River: damaged U2 road bridge viewed from 
the right bank 

P- 

24. W e e  River: downstream close up picture of 
damaged W2 road bridge deck 
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26. Landslides 3 -  +W'&#&ol- matchrent near Commndale 
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27. Landslide in tho Pongola catchment near Liineburg 

28. Pongolo River: Pongola - Maydu road bridge 
before the 3rd flood peak at 14h00 on 31 January. 

View from l e f t  side, upstream of Site 29 
(Theo HansrPeyer. C.G.  Smith Sugar Ltd.  Pongola) 
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31. Ifmyam: remval of debris from railway bridge 
crbeo HaMmeyer) 

::.-.''Wg2. Poryolo a v e r :  destroyad railway bridge a t  
.;j .&c? 
: ~ . i i  ~ o r s a  SPtar tarn, 12 h upstream of S i t o  30 
,-.. 
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trem view of Si te  30.  
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m 

35, P m 1 0  P r i d :  domstroiaP view of Site 30. 
S o b  floOd line marks 

36. Pongolo River: rising flood at the U2 road 
bridge. View towards the Transvaal side. upStCeRIB 

of Site 31 (Theo Hanmeyer) 
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upstream of Site 

- , .  

38. Ponl)olo %o 3 3m hi,@ naoes tyar 
destroyed U2 &rin& receding m i n  flood 
peak. Picture at 09h30 on 31 January, 
upstream of Site 
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41. Pongolapoort Dam: general view during flood release 
of - 1 000 m3/s on 8 February.1984, Site 32 

(W.C.S. Legge, Chief Engineer Design, Department of Water Affairs) 

1 42. Potyolapoort Dam: downstream view of jet plunge 
pool with damege caused by release, Site 32 

(W. S. Croucq , Chief Engineer Design, 
Department of Water Affairs) 
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39. ~ongolo River' of the U2 road bridge 
after Domoina, upat 

40. pongolo Rive 
aloly, denuded h i l l  stream of site 31 
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' 43.  Pongolapoort Dam: testing of modified chutes with a 
release of 400 m3/s and rip-rap protection 

of damaged right-bank. Site 32 ( D . R .  Clark, Engineer, 
Department of Water Affairs) 

l 44. ~ @ W V U ~ I I ~  River: upstream view of an ideal 
slope-area reach, Site 33 
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SO. &l @S*: tMck buoh at Site 59 
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49. ~(omati &mstreom view of a very good 
sl .reach, site 56 
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54. @g&& c&c&mt at site 16: Pre- and Post 
huge# (Sat.el.Lite Uon~te 

msing centre of the UITB) 
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55. Lower Wolozi area: post Dwaoina LWDSAT images 
(Satellite Bomo Centre of the HITR) 
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Rainfa l l  a t  8 am 
February Ra in ta l l  NOTES 

29 30 31 1 2 PS (m) 

239/002 29 32 30 01 Dargle ' 14 6 25 20 1 52 

133 29 43 30 05 vaucluse o 80 12 92+ 

472 29 62 30 16 Richmond 2 7 47 23 77 

29 38 30 18 Edendale - 7 15 16 38 

17 39 19 1 76 

240/381 29 151 30 43 Shongweni 17 59 13 43 2 117 

389 29 59 30 43 UnbUnbul~ 11 87 41 42 170+ 

404 29 44 30 44 Bothas H i l l  - 57 19 38 14 128 

W 29 54 30 49 Intake  air 48 70 16 87 t 175 

3 29 (53 30 53 Weensburgh 

716 29 /56 30 H Ullaas 51 52 17 90 3 162 
I Waterworks 
1 

738 29 '48 30 55 Durban Heights 20 44 26 75 6 151 

753 29 j33 30 56 Hdwedwe 35 l22  47 129 298 

862 29 ,52 30 59 Durban-Stella 80 50 25 60 135 

891 29 51 31 00 Durban - 56 
&tan Gardens 
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5 29 25 30 26 CraRond . 

U2 R03 29 26 30 26 Albert Falls 

119 29 29 30 34 Windy H111 

l 8 2  29 12 30 40 

544 29 04 30 49 Boocanbe 

722 29 02 30 SS Glen Eland 

271/099 29 09 31 04 I b p u M l o  

420 29 30 31 14 Unhlati ~ e a c  

272/121 29 01 31 35 GI~IndhloVU 89 92 116. 13 312 

. 
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I Rainfall  a t  8 am Total 0' 

9 1 15 4 29 Dam 

302/418 28 S8 30 44 Springrove 50 
Estate 

. . 
336 28 36 32 12 Lsngepan 135 3 40 440 141 624 

l 

335/091 2 8 ,  01 30 04 Dannhauser 33 12 68 29 109 . 
169 28 ; 19 Y 06 Usbank 86 38 61 27 126 

F: ; . . P ...-. , 
?;. ~ 

.. , c 1 ;-F., .(.<. ; . . . . ' . .? :. 
<* l 
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Rain Gauge 
NO('' Lat. Long. Place 

0 1 0  

400 28 10 30 14 Dundee 
1 

620 28 20 30 21 Swartwater 

336/283 28 13 30 40 Nqutu - 
F1 28 03 30 49 Roodepoort 

F3 28 05 30 55 Lekkerwater 

337/006 28 06 31 01 Goedgeloot 

143 28 23 31 05 Babanango 

F4 28 23 31 05 Babanango 

F5 28 23 31 05 Babanango 

F8 28 01 31 12 Doornhoek 204 

337/431 28 11 31 15 Surprise Store 

628 28 28 31 21 Mtanjaneni 

338/668 28 08 31 53 Hlablsa 

Ra in fa l l  a t  8 aw~ ~otal'~' 
February Ra in fa l l  NOTES 
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Rain Gauge &W' Rainfa l l  a t  8 am Total"' 
NO( ' '  Lat. Long. Place 14 January February Rainfa l l  NOTES 

0 , a  (m) 29 30 31 1 2 PS (m) 

32 03 H l u h l w  G e  73 20 59 210 196 32 517 
Reserve 

F14 28 2;' 32 11 Mtubatuba sugar 330 409 
H i l l  

F15 28 21 32 11 ntubatuba 328 434 

W3 R01 28 07 32 12 Hluhluve 15 14 23 87 197 26 347 Om 

339/352 28 21 32 12 Kangela 2 1 5 7 31 305 28 376 

F16 28 2;' 32 13 ~ o l o z l  Lot 74 290 369 

339/415 28 2$ 32 14 H i l l  Farm 16 4 10 42 323 46 425 

F17 28 01 32 15 Emoyeni 432 

F18 28 0 i  32 16 Hluhluwe 425 
1 
l 

339/523 28 14 32 18 ~ y a l a z i  28 14 27 350 99 490 

10 36 416 95 557 

649 

339/538 28 28 32 18 Uloa 16 10 31 420 92 553 

1 6 24 497 92 620 

734 28 if 32 25 nakakatana 29 4 6 25 390 108 533 

428 590+ 

13 23 290 326 

SS6 28 16 32 29 Estuary 42 11 20 548 123 702 

FZZ 28 09 32 33 Eastern Shores 266 431 
state  Forest 

7 41 32 80 D m  

28 82 69 11 190 
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. ,, 
, ., Rain Gauge AV' * '  Rainfa l l  a t  8 am rota l ( "  , , . .  -- 

No"' Lab. Long. Place 14 February Rainfa l l  NOTES 
.' &:K, 

January 
0 1 0  (m) 29 30 31 1 2 PS (mn) 

- .~ 

F40 27 U 30 58 Nymbe 75 263 120 458 :: 1 
. ., 

372/852 27 42 30 S9 Hlobans 269 110 37% 

I 

371/058 27 58 31 02 GlUckstadt 84 315 1 58 557+ 

F41 27 5 8  31 02 Hardbetaald 606 

l 
F42 27 41 31 04 Coronation 

. ... ~.,. . 
, . 

373/169 27 k9 31 06 Bo~hoek (Natal 37 209 354 355 6 924 ,. ' ' 

Anthr. t o l l . )  . ~ 
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Rain CaVge 
N Q ( ~ )  Lat. Long. , Place 

0 1 0  

.A?, 
~ - &  

t Rainfall a t  8 m Total(=) 
Jawary February Rainfall NOTES .."- ,,cT.i-9 30 31 1 2 PS (m) 

.. :s:l-,c! 
379/MO 87 SO 31 23 Ngoll . - ..=~. 172 288 1 M 10 634 

~. * , S . . ,  

?*h?. .,* .,. . '  
F59 27 44 31 25 PilBlbW 

.... ~ . 
~?.-. ,. 
..a - . ~ :z.I'>...; . 

100 188 30 318 
-W 
.- ,~>..r!, 

, , : : . l .  

F60 27 42 31 27 Yerdrukt .<.; 
,.:-*y. 

260 
- . , .~$ 

F61 27 37 31 28 W i k l i p  500 

. > l  l 

F61 27 34 31 30 Paradise 54 
,? , . 
'C :..,.. - 
:% 

460 
;*.G ~ : 

!$:S$- 
. .~ .> 4. 

F63 27 35 31 32 wonderboom L . , ~ ~ . . ~  :& 550t 
~&) 

~" 
2 , ~.. . 

F64 27 34 31 35 GaBdahOOp ,F : ,.. *.L,. . . . . .  
424 

., .. 
F65 27 34 31 37 Chichester ~.L .. . . . r / 1. 

!L<< 
400 

. . .- .~... . .. . . ,. , . 
FM 27 36 31 37 vergelepen 260 ~. , . ,, . 270 

. :: 
.F- ,. . . I .  
>< 

F67 27 31 31 39 Arizona 
'I"', 

384 
.. . 
I 

, F 27 32 31 39 MgWdU SAP . . ~~. . . ~ 406 

.. . , $:, 
F69 27 32 31 39 WUdU Land- :: ,.: .:., 215 126 93 5 440 

dros . , .. ~, . . . . 
d,  .~. .*.,., 

... 2 . ~ ~  
,,6~..'; 

F71 27 32 31 39 M#udU Lot 23 ..-+<-. 2 8 .  
i? .. , 

535 
~, S-. . .-*'- - I 

*&.. 'L 
~ ~ 

F72 27 33 31 39 npOudU W i l l  
. , 

F..> - ..< .S!.; 625 
./?, , 

.. .F, ,v , , 
- , - ~  

- 
,~;~:. 

F74 27 38 31 43 Panbult 
i.: ~. .~ ~ . .  ~ ~ . .  , . :,.. 

500 

>,:.- 

374/W2 27 42 31 44 Z i lverhwt  . ,E5 80 161 25 27 318 
. . , "! - .  

F74A 27 32 31 45 Badrog . . ,.., ,,.. 425 

qi.. 

a7w124 27 34 32 OS ubornb~ .~ W:,.. 14s 200 114 37 496 
.kX\8.# 

366 27 36 32 13 EltUZe &W Re 69 25 336 
serve . 7,: ,;,; 

~ ~ 

, , -..1, ~ ~.~ - g*,% 
27 58 32 23 False 6.y Csnp 19 15 55 220 6 311 A'...: ~~ 

- .-d!, 
376/220 27 40 32 38 -S.-- 128 215 (165) 498 

?.S 1 .  
,l*. ~ *,:.. . 
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F76 27 0 6  30 29 Amsterdam 100 225 

F77 27 17 30 29 Paandeplaas 238 539 

F78 27 21 30 29 UitVlUCht 425 

30 32 La B e l l e  570 
Esperance 

I FBI 27 2 0  30 32 Lachkraal 

l 
F82 27 2 5  30 32 B e l l a  V i s t a  130 349 

F83 27 0 3  30 35 Anyssprui t  141 344 

I 
FBS 27 1 8  30 35 K o p p j e A l l e e n  640 

1 

F86 27 123 30 35 Welbedacht l 7 2  340 

F87 27 ,25 30 35 Schikhoek 150 350 

F88 27 19 30 38 Luneburg 175 456 

F89 '27 20 30 38 Luneburg 180 535 

F90 27 2 1  30 38 Tamboekiesbult 150 370 
~ 

1 
F91 27 123 30 38 Tamboekiesbult 35 1 

l 

F92 27 103 30 40 Goedetrouw 535 

619 

FM 27 25 30 43 Makateeskop 101 203 150 9 463 
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Rainfal l  a t  8 am Total'3' 
, 1 4  January February Ra in fa l l  NOTES M 

:V 30 31 1 2 PS ~~1 

f 675 

F97 27 l 5  30 46 Tafelberg 

F98 27 18 30 48 Vryegunst i 600 

. F99 27 07 30 49 Anhang 475 

F100 27 10 30 SO Nonnandia 236 - 401 

F101 27 11 30 SO Normandia 

F103 27 19 30 S0 Vryegunst 640 

F106 27 14 30 52 Langtontein i 800 

F107 27 15 30 S2 W i p l a a s  

147 273 182 16 618 

F114 27 02 30 57 Hadola 

FIIS 27 18 30 57 saeiplaas 
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I 
;.L:< , , 

~ ~ 2 9 7  l14 30 58 wttr tv iar  643 
3 

F120 27 15 30 5-8 Wltrlvlar 675+ 

F121 27 M 30 59 Sandbank ZOO+ 150t l o o t  450+ 

F122 27 11 30 59 Bl-dal 630+ 

640 (3 14 14 728 Suazlland 
days 

165 ( 2  255 80 20 620 
days 
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Rainfa l l  a t  8 am Tota lc3 '  

F143 27 23 31 38 Pongola P54 

F146 27 22 31 40 Pongola PIOO 

F147 27 22 31 40 Pongola P105 

F148 27 23 31 43 nqumtte 

410/679 27 19 31 53 Golela 

709 27 19 31 54 Lavumisa 

878 27 08 32 00 Ingwavm 

U4 R01 27 25 32 04 Pongolapoort 5 0 4 7 3  

12/052 27 22 32 32 Mseleni 

180 27 30 32 36 MBawane 

443/196 26 46 30 07 Da Emigratie 

F150 26 37 30 35 Athole 
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194 60 88 Also: F162 

3 171 175 80 429 
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293 136 540 Swaxl land 
L 

8.: 
p197 78 .59 2 377 Swaziland 
. . 

US nocimbiqur 
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~ ~ 

; , ,..: ~ : , - . .  
~ . .  ~ 

. = ', PO) Rain Gauge .. . - Rainfall at 8 am ~otal'~' 
 NO"^ Lat. Long. P 1 . e t .  

0 1 0  U 
14 January February Rainfall NOTES 

. . , 30 31 1 2 PS (mll) 

. . - -- 

518/589 25 49 30 50 ~elshw~te 25 : 213 1 1 1  1 1  335 
. . -- . i 

519/518 26 38 31 18 Louws Creek 12 81 242 15 5 12 295 

519/- 25 55 31 22 Peak Timbers 208 408 38 4 658 Swasiland 

F181 25 32 31 24 Rockvale 130 156 ' i  

l:, l n 
8 ,  L .. .>> ..,, 

519/707 25 47 31 24 Ngoninl 348 Swazi land 

F182 25 37 31 27 AM) BOS~OU 
. - 

1 

'! 

E 
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X2 R05 25 22 30 24 Bram Rauben- 102 
helm 

SH/(I%S 25 15 30 30 Kaffervoetpad 76 150 12 6 3 171 
I 

890 25 20 30 30 Kalnoasfonteln 19 53 3 4 4 5 69 

SSSUitO.30 25 30 30 31 Elandshoogte 47 174 21 3 6 204 
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565/280 25 10 30 40 Long Ton 37 3 81 12 3 99 

405 25 15 30 44 Brooklands 0 100 4 

437 25 17 30 45 Twsfontein 

M1 25 21 30 4s Rietvallei 

'48s 25 05 30 46 teylon 

462 2s 12 30 46 Uaterval 

,,:. 
, -. 

483 25 03 30 47 Twefontein 21 43 6 

486 25 06 30 47 Sable 

520 25 18 30 48 

548 25 08 30 49 Halieveld 

573 25 03 30 50 Klipkraal 

631 25 01 30 52 Welkon 61 36 22 30 80 

662 25 02 30 53 Frankfort 47 48 13 18 79 

664 25 04 30 53 Bergvliet 65 73 5 12 0 90 

X2 R03 25 14 30 54 WItklip 16 112 12 2 126 Dm 

555/792 25 12 30 57 Swartfont 25 284 52 8 344 

837 25 27 30 58 Nelspruit .F 21 3 1 1 1  5 2 121 

878 25 08 31 00 Witwater 29 60 6 3 69 

l% i 
X3 R01 25 09 31 01 0a ~ana , 29 51 69 5 6 81 D m  

556/020 25 20 31 01 Witrivler 21 106 22 12 140 

080 25 28 31 03 Hayfern 12 S 101 16 2 2 126 

110 25 20 31 04 Jatinga 13 12 105 14 7 2 140 

X2 R04 25 23 31 05 Pridcop 30 10 99 1 2 120 0- 
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Rain Gauge A V c Z )  Rainfa l l  a t  8 am To ta l c3 )  
noc1) Lath Long. Place 14 January February Ra in fa l l  NOTES 

e I O  (m) 29 30 31 l 2 PS (m) 

556/183 25 iO3 31 07 De Rust 12 8 21 7 16 8 60 

~ l b e  25 29 31 46 Wilsonskop 150 289 

13 8 140 1 16 165 

F199 25 23 31 49 Albert  200 350 

l 

898 25 

557/115 25 

* \ -  557/666 25 06 31 S3 ~ornr Sable 4 41 56 47 144 
Rest cunp 

1 
l 

28 31 30 nr lelane 8 67 106 4 11 188 

25 31 H Riverside 10 24 128 9 16 17'1 

.. 5571712 25 2 2  31 54 Krokodtlboug 7 85 118 17 220 

F202 25 126 31 57 Kornatipoort 380 

l 

F203 25 a 6  31 57 Kornatipoort 127 293 

I h t h e r  Eureau stations: s i x -d ig i t  nunbers 
Departmental dam: gauglng s ta t ion  nunbers 
Flood questionnaire data: 'F' fol lowed by nMber 

*" (2) ~AP,. = antecedent r a i n fa l l :  The 14-day period before the storm m:, -,.. 
(3) Synbol + above nubar :  Total r a i n f a l l  was m r e  than the rider 
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